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1. Background
Through the support provided by Government of Canada Climate Change Action Fund
(CCAF), and Prairie Adaptation Research Cooperative the Centre for Earth Observation
Science (CEOS) conducted a two-day workshop on the role of Geomatics technologies in
issues surrounding climate variability and change. The workshop was held June 8 – 9 at
the University of Manitoba and was attended by approximately 125 invited individuals.
The agenda (Appendix A) of the meeting was designed to provide information on cutting
edge applications across the various sectors of Geomatics research and to solicit feedback
from the attendees as to the principal technological and scientific challenges facing
various sectors. The Plenary Speakers were chosen as senior representatives from the
sectors relevant to climate variability and change in Prairie Canada: Hydrology, Forestry,
Land Surface Processes, Atmospheres and Technology. The curriculum vitae for each of
the plenary speakers are presented in Appendix B. As the conference proceeded the
secretariat maintained a running summary of the presentations. The point form dialogue
from these presentations is presented in Appendix C. This dialogue summarizes and
salient issues discussed through direct dialogue during the workshop. A listing of the
attendee database and associated email contacts concludes this final report (Appendix D).

In addition to the proceedings of the conference, CEOS developed a literature review and
critical evaluation of the role of Geomatics in climate change. We structured this review
into the thematic areas of interest in this conference. One of the common points, which
arose from the meeting, was that remote sensing data, Geographic Information Systems
and numerical process models should be considered as complimentary tools. Each can
‘stand alone’ but in combination they provide a powerful suite of tools which will
ultimately allow us to:

1) Measure the important climate state variables associated with processes coupling
various surface-atmosphere phenomena.
2) Monitor changes in these climate state variables at a continuum of time and space
scales.
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3) Understand the nature of critical processes which create the Earth System.
4) Communicate the nature of points 1 through 3 (above) to the stakeholders in the
climate change and adaptation sectors of Prairie Canada.

We have intentionally framed this working document into hydrological, lithological and
atmospheric processes. Within each of these spheres we include reviews of various
sectors, including snow, sea ice, agriculture, geology, precipitation, droughts, and clouds.
The framework for this review is to examine the benefits of integrating remote sensing
data into GIS and numerical process models to address issues described in points 1
through 4 (above).

2. Introduction

To date there has been two dichotomous methods available for understanding
basic environmental processes. First, numerical models are currently being used in a
diagnostic sense to improve our understanding of complex linkages between the
atmosphere and the Earth's surface. These models have had a significant impact in
developing a working understanding of how the basic physical processes occur over a
range of surface-atmosphere interfaces. The models span a range of complexity and
disciplines; essentially being utilized by all physical science disciplines. Some modeling
examples include the atmosphere/crop-soil interface (Raddatz, 1993), land surface
processes (Verseghy et al, 1993), ocean-ice-atmosphere interactions (Ebert and Curry,
1993) and planetary boundary layer models (Pleim and Xiu, 1995). The principal
advantage of numerical models is as a basis for scaling up (through space and time) in
situ observations (and knowledge of the processes operating at that scale) to local,
regional and global estimates of land surface processes, atmospheric processes and the
coupling between the atmosphere and the surface.
Secondly, Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems (RS/GIS) are
also being used in studies of surface and atmospheric processes. To date numerous
detailed studies such as BOREAS (Sellers et al., 1995a), ISCCP (Schiffer and Rossow,
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1983); ISLCP (Sellers et al., 1995b) and SIMMS (LeDrew and Barber, 1994) have been
conducted to link reflectance, scattering and emission of electromagnetic radiation (emr)
to physical variables, which in turn are coupled to the surface energy balance. Remote
sensing measurements provide us with more complete temporal and spatial coverage of
surface phenomenon than can otherwise be obtained with sparse surface instrumentation.
A major impetus for combining remote sensing into numerical process models is
to improve our physical understanding of the modeled processes and improve the models
overall simulation precision. Insight can be gained into the physical processes that are
being modeled through remote measurements where very few surface observations are
available otherwise.

The integration of these two approaches could lead to the

development of a new approach to looking at our spatially and temporally complex,
highly interrelated ecosystems. In the simplest sense the remote sensing data can play a
role in the initialization, verification and validation of numerical model results. In a more
complex scenario the remote sensing data could become an integral component of the
model creating a hybrid form, which explicitly considers spatial interrelationship of
processes within the model environment.
Considerable progress has been made in both the modeling and remote sensing
communities dealing with land surface, hydrological and atmospheric processes around
the world. However, it has been only very recently that the two have started to be used in
unison to improve our understanding of the Earth’s interrelated climatic system. The
objectives of this review are to summarize the advances which are being made by a
variety of researchers on the integration of remote sensing data within numerical process
and predictive models. This review will provide the background on the relative merits of
developing hybrid approaches to modeling and will investigate the frameworks which are
common to a variety of geographical disciplines. For purposes of clarity we will
investigate model/remote sensing integration from the perspective of the hydrosphere,
lithosphere, and atmosphere then conclude by examining the linkages amongst these
various disciplinary structures. It must be emphasized that the examples given in this
review are considered illustrative rather than exhaustive.
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3. Hydrological Processes
3.1 Terrestrial Hydrology

A small component of the hydrology community has been successfully
incorporating remote sensing information with snow cover runoff models for quite some
time. The rationale for modeling snow cover runoff includes estimation of peak power
generation, flood warnings and irrigation (Ramamoorthi, 1987). Fortin et al. (1985) were
one of the first studies to develop a modular grid-square forecasting model
(HYDROTEL) where snow cover area (SCA) and snow water equivalent (SWE)
information from remote sensing was an integral part of the model’s snow cover runoff
forecast. Remote sensing derived SCA maps were digitized to calculate the total snow
cover area and snow water equivalent which was input into the model. Results showed
that the model made more accurate (to within 15-20% error as opposed to 25-35%) runoff
estimates. Ferner and Sutherland (1987) used the SSARR (Streamflow Synthesis And
Reservoir Regulation) model for snowmelt runoff in the mountains in Alberta and NOAA
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) imagery (SCA estimates) to
improve the model’s runoff predictions. The model was forced to use the NOAA SCA
estimates in the model’s %SCA vs. %SWE relationship. A family of historical %SCA vs.
%SWE curves (nomographs) with an initial SWE (as the third parameter) improved the
simulation results by more than 20% in some cases.
A well known operational snowmelt-runoff forecast model that relies on remote
sensing input is the Martinec-Rango model (known as SRM - Snowmelt Runoff Model)
(Martinec et al., 1983). This model (with inputs from remote sensing) has an average
seasonal snowmelt runoff volume difference of 4.4% (Rango, 1988). The model uses the
family of historical %SCA vs. %SWE curves for each elevation zone to forecast the total
runoff in which the SCA is updated every 3-7 days by satellite data. Rango (1988)
explained that remote sensing accounted for spatial heterogeneity making the model
robust in several different regions of the world. For example, Ramamoorthi (1987) used
the SRM model to forecast snowmelt runoff in a major Himalayan Mountain region
(Sutlej river basin), which had a watershed of about 43,000 km2 (10 times larger than
6
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recommended (Martinec et al., 1983)). Integration of remote sensing data allowed the
model to forecast to within 6% of the estimated snowmelt runoff.
Kite and Pietroniro (1996) used remote sensing derived land cover, snow and
cloud cover, land cover classification and snow water equivalent parameters for use in the
SLURP model (Kite, 1995). They indicated that the model performed better using the
remote sensing data as input, especially when updating the model's snow water
equivalent parameterization with satellite observations. An example of SWE derived
from the DMSP SSM/I sensor for the Canadian prairies is shown in Figure 1. Kite and
Pietroniro (1996) also provide a description of the important hydrologic parameters and
processes that could be derived from remote sensing and used within hydrologic models.
Examples include snow cover area, snow depth, snow water equivalent, surface
temperature, leaf area index, evapotranspiration, precipitation, land cover/land use,
vegetation and temporal changes in snow melt and soil moisture.

Figure 1
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3.2 Sea Ice
Relatively few studies have been conducted on the incorporation of sea ice remote
sensing data into numerical process models. One of the first studies was done by Halle
(1981) who used sea ice locations and concentrations that were objectively analyzed and
used for numerical weather prediction models. The sea ice data, derived from SSM/I
(Special Sensor Microwave/Imager) on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) satellite, was interpolated to the model grid spacing and fed into the forecast
model resulting in an improvement in forecasting the direction and speed of polar lows
(Halle, 1981). Including the sea ice data into the model resulted in the model being able
to more accurately define enhanced baroclinic regions (improving the mesoscale
components in the model) that affect the trajectory and speed of Arctic low pressure
systems. The improvements were gauged upon subjective and qualitative criterion based
on low centre position, track and speed for specific case studies.
A current technique that is being used by the Canadian Meteorological Center
(CMC) for regional and global weather forecast models is to have the models ingest
SSM/I derived ice concentrations and Canadian Ice Service (CIS) ice analyses
concentrations. The SSM/I ice concentrations are derived using the AES/York algorithm
(Ramseier and Rubenstein, 1992) and are provided on a 25 km resolution grid (Halle,
1997). An example of SSM/I derived ice concentrations is shown in Figure 2. The CIS
ice concentration grid has a resolution of 10 km that is subjectively analyzed by CIS
operations on a daily basis that covers limited areas following the ice edge, typically in
the Canadian Arctic and Canadian east coast (Halle, 1997). More weight (80%) is given
to the CIS ice analysis (where available) when inputting the ice data into the weather
forecast models. The SSM/I and CIS ice data are simply averaged to correspond to the
CMC’s global spectral model grid (100 km resolution) and the regional GEM (Global
Environmental Model) grid (35 km) (Halle, 1997). The use of SSM/I and CIS ice fields
has been found to improve both the global and GEM model weather forecasts, especially
storm track and storm evolution (Halle, 1997). Future plans include using SSM/I and
satellite SAR derived lake ice discrimination to be ingested into the higher resolution (15
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km) next generation CMC regional weather forecast model (A. Simard, personal
communication, 1997).

Figure 2

Perhaps one of the best examples of sea ice remote sensing assimilation with
numerical models is the PIPS (Polar Ice Prediction System) forecast model used by the
U.S. Navy (Preller, 1985; Preller and Posey, 1989). The model (with a grid spacing of
127 km) generates 120 h forecasts of several different ice fields daily with each day’s
forecast being initialized from the previous day's forecast. The model’s ice concentration
field is initialized once a week from observed digitized ice concentrations from multiple
remote sensing data sources (AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer),
visible (VIS) DMSP and passive microwave SSM/I) (Wohl, 1991). The remotely sensed
ice data totally replaces the model’s previous 24 h ice concentration forecast during the
initialization. The remote sensing data is also used to parameterize ice thickness and the
heat stored in the ocean’s mixed layer near the ice edges. Ice is removed from the model
grid points where ice is not observed (by the satellites) and heat is added to the ocean’s
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mixed layer by raising its temperature (Preller and Posey, 1989). If the model forecasts
no ice where there should be ice, heat is extracted from the mixed layer to set the
temperature to freezing and an ice layer (either 0.5 or 1.0 m thick) is added to that grid
cell depending on the observed concentration (Preller and Posey, 1989). As a result, the
mean error in the forecast ice edge was less than or equal to one grid spacing after seven
days but significantly increased if the initialization took place less frequently (Preller and
Posey, 1989). However, Preller and Posey (1989) pointed out that using regional scale
models such as RPIPS-B/G (Regional PIPS-Barents Sea/Greenland Sea) ) (Preller et al.,
1989) may further improve our ability to forecast ice edges and motions in the near future
on spatial scales to within a few kilometers. This is due to the finer spatial resolutions of
the regional models (see below) as well as satellite-based active microwave remote
sensing capabilities such as the Earth Resources Satellites - 1 and 2 (ERS-1&2) and
RADARSAT that have spatial resolutions on the order of 30 m.
A recent application of the integration of remote sensing into numerical sea ice
models was shown by Maslanik and Maybee (1994). They used a 2-D dynamicthermodynamic sea ice model (Flato and Hibler, 1992) that is initialized with remote
sensing derived products (radiation, surface temp, surface albedo, ice concentration,
cloud fraction and ice velocities) where available. The model simulates the entire Arctic
Ocean region (excluding the Archipelago) where the remote observations are interpolated
to the model grid (160 km or 80 km) and daily time step. The remote observations were
directly input into the model at a particular time step which lead to a disruption of the
model’s physics in some cases. This was partially the result of the remote sensing derived
ice vectors only being available in certain sectors of the model’s domain. Furthermore, in
many cases, the observed ice vectors were greater than the simulated vectors. This lead to
an unrealistic build up of ice in some regions. They attributed the ice motion discrepancy
between the model and observations to incorrect wind fields or momentum transfer at the
boundary layers or thermodynamics that were not sufficient to produce realistic ice
transport. The study is ongoing in which other approaches to have the model ingest the
remote observations are being developed. This study provides a good example of the
positive feedback between modeling and remote sensing where the combined use of both
technologies can help to improve simulations.
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3.3 Remote Sensing Relevant To Hydrological Processes

3.3.1 Terrestrial Surfaces

Satellite remote sensing techniques have the capability to extract several terrestrial
hydrological and water resources surface parameters (Table 1). Scattering in the visible
and near IR and emission in the thermal infrared portions of the spectrum provide useful
information of the terrestrial landscape in cloudless conditions. Microwave frequencies
provide all-weather, day/night sensing of the surface and are particularly useful for water
related studies such as snow water equivalence (SWE); snow covered area (SCA) and
soil moisture. Many of the examples in Table 1 are adapted from Kite and Pietroniro
(1996). The reader is referred to Hanesiak and Barber (1997) for in depth discussions on
retrieval techniques. A list of satellite and sensor acronyms is provided in Appendix E.
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Table 1
Variable

Sensor

Resolution

Coverage

AVHRR

Wavelength/
Frequency
0.62, 10.8 mm

snow covered area

1 km

2 per day

* Kite, 1989
Carroll & Baglio, 1989
Rango, 1980

snow depth

GOES
Nimbus 7

0.65 mm
37 GHz

2 km
30 km

2 per hour
2 per hour

* Donald et al., 1990
* Chang et al., 1982

snow water
equivalent

SSM/I
MOS-1 MSR

19.3, 37, GHz
23, 31 GHz

25 km
23-32 km

2 per day
2 per day

Goodison, 1989
* Slough & Kite, 1992
Walker et al., 1990

.
AVHRR

.
10.8 mm

.
1 km

.
2 per day

EOS-MODIS

3-15 m

1 km

1-2 days

* Dousset, 1989
Ross and Ross, 1996
Wan et al., 1996

AVHRR

1 km

2 per day

* Price, 1980

GOES

0.62, 0.91, 10.8,
12.0 mm
0.64, 11.5 mm

2 - 8 km

2 per hour

Bussieres et al., 1990

precipitation

Meteosat

0.65 mm

3 km

2 per hour

* Pietroniro et al., 1989

soil moisture/
soil hydraulic
properties

SIR-C /X-SAR
(experimental for
use with ESR-1/2
&
RADARSAT)

6 and 23 cm

30 - 50 m

2 - 4 days
(Radarsat)

Chadwick & Wang, 1996;
Hirsave et al., 1996
Jackson et al., 1996

SAR

6 cm
23 cm

30 m
30 m

35 days
35 days

* Wankiewicz, 1989
* RSI, 1993
* Wankiewicz, 1989
Chadwick & Wang, 1996
Hirsave et al., 1996

AVHRR

0.62, 0.91 µm

1 km

2 per day

Landsat 5 MSS

0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.9
µm

80 m

8 - 16 days

* Ritchie et al., 1986

spring runoff

Nimbus 5

19 GHz

30 km

2 per hour

* Wankiewicz, 1989

groundwater

Landsat

0.95 µm

80 m

8 - 16 days

* Bobba et al., 1992

water depth

Landsat

0.48, 0.56, 0.66 µm

30 m

8 - 16 days

* Hallada, 1984

surface
temperature

evapotranspiration

temporal changes
in snowmelt and
soil moisture

vegetation

suspended
sediment / algal
growth

Sample Reference

Dobson & Ulaby, 1986
* Allison et al., 1989

* adapted from Kite and Pietroniro (1996)

2.3.2 Sea Ice

Remote sensing of sea ice has been available since the early to mid seventies,
over which significant progress has been made in the amount of information that is
12
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obtainable. Table 2 summarizes the types of geophysical variables which may be derived
from remote sensing of sea ice along with the types of sensors, frequencies/wavelengths,
spatial resolution and temporal coverage of the remote measurements. Sample references
of each technique are also included in the table. It should be noted that an in depth
discussion of many geophysical retrieval techniques for sea ice applications can be found
in Hanesiak and Barber (1997). Some of the variables in Table 2 are not directly related
to sea ice (such as cloud fraction) but are key variables/processes that affect sea ice
evolution. A list of satellite and sensor acronyms is provided in Appendix E.

Table 2
Variable

Sensor

Wavelength/
Frequency

Resolution

Coverage

Sample Reference

AVHRR

0.4 - 0.7 µm
8 - 14 µm

1 km

2 per day

HVIS
ESMR
SMMR
SSM/I
.
AVHRR

0.6, 2.7 km
25 km
55 km
12 - 25 km
.
1 km

2 per day

SMMR
SMM/I
SAR

8 - 14 µm
19 GHz
8,21,22,31,37 GHz
8,21,22,31,37, GHz
.
0.4 - 0.7 µm
8 - 14 µm
8,21,22,31,37 GHz
8,21,22,31,37, GHz
6 cm, 23 cm

55 km
12 - 25 km
30, 100 m

2 per day
daily
1 -2 days

multi-year ice
concentration

SMM/I

8,21,22,31,37, GHz

25 km

daily

motion/velocity

AVHRR

1 km

2 per day

SAR

0.4 - 0.7 µm;
8 - 14 µm
6 cm

30 - 100 m

1-2 per day

AVHRR
SAR

0.4 - 0.7 µm
3, 6 cm

1 km
30, 100 m

2 per day
1 - 2 per day

Robinson et al., 1986
Ross & Walsh, 1987
Barber & LeDrew, 1994
Weaver & Troisi, 1996

SAR

3, 6 cm

30, 100 m

1 - 2 per day

Barber et al., 1994

AVHRR

0.4 - 0.7 µm
8 - 14 µm

1 km

2 per day

Ice Mass Balance:
extent

type;
concentration
surface melt;
thickness

2 per day
daily
.
2 per day

Swift & Cavalieri, 1985
Zibordi & Van Woert, 1993
Lindsay & Rothrock, 1995
Johannessen et al., 1996

Weaver & Troisi, 1996
Stone & Key, 1993
Lindsay & Rothrock, 1995
Weaver et al., 1987
Johannessen et al., 1996
Weaver & Troisi, 1996
Fily & Rothrock, 1986
Barber et al., 1991
Markus & Cavalieri, 1996
Shuchman et al., 1994
Winebrenner, 1996
Malinas & Shuchman, 1994
Weaver & Troisi, 1996

Meier et al., 1996
Maslanik & Maybee, 1994
Fowler et al., 1994

Surface SW Flux:
surface albedo

net SW flux
cloud fraction;
optical depth;
effective radius;
cloud phase;
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cld. top temp.;
cld. top pressure
transmitted PAR

SAR

3, 6 cm

30, 100 m

1 - 2 per day

Barber & LeDrew, 1994

AVHRR

11, 12 µm

1 km

2 per day

TOVS
SMM/I

8 - 14 µm
8,21,22,31,37, GHz

100 km
25 km

2 per day
daily

SAR

3, 6 cm

30, 100 m

1 - 2 per day

AVHRR

11, 12 µm

1 km

2 per day

SAR

3, 6 cm

30, 100 m

1 - 2 per day

atmos. temp.
profile

TOVS

8 - 14 µm

100 km

2 per day

Chedin et al., 1985
Weaver & Troisi, 1996
Francis, 1994

atmos. humidity
profile

TOVS

8 - 14 µm

100 km

2 per day

Yang et al., 1996

cloud bottom ht

TOVS

8 - 14 µm

100 km

2 per day

SAR

6 cm

30, 100 m

1 - 2 per day

floe size stats

SAR

6 cm

100 km

weekly

ridge stats

SAR

23 cm

100 km

weekly

atmos. drag

SAR

23 cm

10 -100 m

1 - 2 per day

Surface LW Flux:
surface
temperature

LW flux

Net All Wave
Flux:

Steffen & Lewis, 1988
Key et al., 1994
Weaver & Troisi, 1996
Camiso, 1986
St. Germain & Cavalieri, 1996
Barber et al., 1994
Meier et al., 1996
Key et al., 1996
Barber et al., 1995

Barber et al., 1995

Surface Sensible
Heat Flux:
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4. Lithological Processes
4.1 Agricultural Surfaces

It was proposed some time ago that remote sensing may be useful in crop growth
models (see for example Wiegand et al., 1979; Arkin et al., 1979). However, it has only
been fairly recently that this has become a reality. One of the first comprehensive studies
was conducted by Maas (1988) who used the remote sensing-derived Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to derive the Leaf Area Index (LAI) using a ground
based spectroradiometer and the equations

NDVI = (NIR-RED) / NIR+RED)

(1)

and

LAI = 0.01895 exp(5.798*NDVI)

(2)

where NIR is the near infra-red (0.74-1.13 µm) band and RED is the red portion of the
visible spectrum (0.62-0.7 µm). An example of AVHRR derived NDVI for the Canadian
prairies is shown in Figure 3. The NDVI estimates can then be converted to LAI values if
the vegetation/crop types are known within certain pixel areas. Maas also used a ground
based system to estimate the daily integrated Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR)
(0.4-0.7 Km), R, incident on the crop to drive his crop model (determining daily growth)
to calculate the daily absorbed PAR, Q, where

Q = R { 1 - exp [-0.0066 exp(5.798*NDVI)]}

(3)

Maas (1988) compared four different methods to incorporate the remote sensing derived
LAI and Q into a simple crop growth model.
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Figure 3

The first method involved direct input of remote sensing data into the driving
variables of the model, such as daily absorbed PAR (Q). However, he pointed out that
observations would be required every time step which meant interpolation between
measurements. This procedure is not always desirable due to potentially large time
intervals between observations.
The second procedure is to update the model state variables (such as aboveground dry mass and LAI) in the case of infrequent remote sensing observations. On days
with observations, remote sensing derived LAI can replace the need for parameterization,
and on subsequent days, simulation of growth is based on normal environmental
conditions. Maas (1988) points out that if this procedure is used, one should update all of
the model state variables in accordance with the remote sensing observations to ensure
the continuity of the model’s physics. He also points out that the number of state
variables should be at a minimum for a model that uses the updating technique.
The third technique (re-initialization) can also be used during infrequent remote
sensing observations. In many situations the shape of the simulated growth curve matches
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that of the observed growth curve but in most cases will either over or under estimate the
magnitude of the growth curve (Maas, 1988). This occurs most often due to unknown
initial conditions such as sowing/emergence dates or initial leaf area index. The use of a
best-fit error function (see Maas, 1988) can be used for a single state variable initial
condition in which the best possible state variable initial condition can be obtained from
the error function statistics. It is then possible to obtain, for example, the sowing date by
fitting the simulated LAI curve to the estimated curve from optical remote sensing. A
more thorough discussion of this procedure can be found in Maas (1988) or Hanesiak and
Barber (1997) in which a complete overview and example of the procedure is provided.
The last technique considers the same error function except calculating error
functions for model parameters (such as canopy light extinction coefficient, dry mass
production ratio and LAI production ratio) instead of model state variables called reparameterization (Maas, 1988). An error function that is developed for a single model
parameter would be similar to the re-initialization example given above. However, if
multiple parameters are involved simultaneously, the error function would be multidimensional and have more than one possible root (Maas, 1988). It is evident then that
error functions involving more than one parameter will result in an unlimited number of
solutions (Maas, 1988). An example of this technique is provided in Hanesiak and Barber
(1997). Maas (1988) also points out that it is impossible for remote sensing observations
to infer the single combination among the numerous solutions for depicting the actual
plant growth. Therefore, the numerical technique used must be able to identify one
combination of parameter values within the multiple roots. Maas (1988) stated that
several techniques are possible, however, he outlined one particular technique that works
fairly well. Details are available elsewhere (Mass, 1988).
Maas (1988) also indicated that none of the above four techniques were
necessarily superior to the others, it depends entirely on the type of model that is used
and how it will respond to the remote sensing data. The accuracy of the first technique is
dependent on the frequency of observations (one or more every 7 days) and whether the
sowing/emergence date is reasonably well known to keep the externally forced LAI
estimates in phase with the simulated crop phenological development (Maas, 1988;
Bouman, 1996). The second technique can be used in the case of infrequent observations,
17
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however, model simulations are most sensitive to the last observation. The last two
techniques are more complex and can also be used for infrequent observations, however,
computer time is significantly increased for both procedures. Maas (1988) states that the
third technique (re-initialization) would be simpler since models normally have fewer
state variables than parameters. The third and fourth technique are also attractive since
they may be better suited for satellite observations.
A practical application of the third and fourth technique mentioned by Maas
(1988) was conducted by Bouman (1992). Optical and radar remote sensing have both
been found to be useful for crop monitoring and more recently, the combined use of
optical and radar techniques (Bouman, 1992; van Leeuwen et al., 1994; van Leeuwen and
Clevers, 1994; Bouman, 1996). Bouman (1992) used the techniques developed by Maas
(1988) to improve the crop growth model SUCROS (Spitters et al., 1989) ability to
simulate sugar beet growth. Bouman re-initialized and re-parameterized the SUCROSCloud-EXTRAD model on sugar beet crops to fit simulated X-band radar and optical
reflectance to measured values. The SUCROS model was used as the crop growth
simulation model which was coupled to the remote sensing models ‘Cloud’ for canopy
radar (X-band) backscattering (Attema and Ulaby, 1978) and EXTRAD for optical
(visible and NIR waves) reflectance (Goudriaan, 1977). A flow diagram of how the
remote sensing models were linked to the crop growth model can be found in Bouman
(1992; Figure 2). The ‘Cloud’ radar backscatter model was linked to the crop growth
model by calculating the amount of water in the canopy from the simulated canopy dry
biomass and the water content of the canopy (Bouman, 1992). The EXTRAD model was
linked to SUCROS by the simulated LAI/WDVI shown above.
The study showed that model simulations (biomass estimates) that were optimized
using the radar were very good between initialization and during exponential growth of
the growing period. Optimization using WDVI (Weighted Difference Vegetation Index;
Clevers, 1989) estimates (optical remote sensing) resulted in very good biomass estimates
between the early growth period to mid season. It was concluded that the radar remote
sensing extended the range over which crop growth information could be derived in the
early-growth direction and optical data in the late season direction (up to LAIs of 4-5). In
addition, by ‘steering’ or optimizing the simulated remote sensing signals with the
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observed signals, the model was able to improve sugar beet yield simulations from 18%
error to 2.8% error during a validation study in 1991 (van Leeuwen and Clevers, 1994).
Another recent study by Moulin et al., (1996) used high resolution (20 x 20 m2)
satellite (SPOT-HRV; systeme pour l'observation de la terre - high resolution visible)
derived shortwave reflectances (NIR and visible) and the techniques described by Maas
(1988) to improve winter wheat crop growth simulations made by AFRCWHEAT2
(Porter, 1993). The goal was to improve the net primary productivity (NPP) and crop
yield estimates. The winter wheat model was coupled to a radiative transfer model (SAIL
developed by Verhoef, 1984) which was used to simulate crop canopy reflectance. The
SAIL model was coupled to the crop model through the LAI parameterization and both
models were jointly used to predict reflectances in the SPOT-HRV bands (Moulin et al.,
1996). A first guess sowing date (which was artificially made uncertain) provided a
temporal profile of reflectances using the coupled model. Then the merit function (or
error function in the Maas (1988) example) between the observed satellite reflectances
and the simulated reflectances was minimized to obtain the best fit sowing date (within 3
days of the actual sowing date). The best fit sowing date was then re-input into the model
to produce a relative error in the NPP of -2.8% and a relative error in yield of 2.4% for a
particular growing season (Moulin et al., 1996). In this example, the satellite observations
were used to constrain the coupled AFRCWHEAT2/SAIL model in order to obtain the
optimal adjustable model state variable (sowing date) to improve the model’s ability in
simulating an annual crop growth cycle.

4.2 Land Surface Fluxes
A difficult task for the scientific community for modeling and monitoring the
interactions between the Earth’s surface and atmosphere is the explicit specification of
the fluxes of heat (sensible heat) and moisture (latent heat) at the land surface. These
processes are significant within regional and global land surface climate models such as
CLASS (Canadian Land Surface Scheme) (Verseghy, 1991). It is planned to have
CLASS use remote sensing inputs for variables such as land cover/land use, surface
temperatures and snow water equivalent (p. communication, D. Verseghy, 1997). This is
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being done to improve the model’s partitioning of sensible and latent heat fluxes, surface
albedo, and hydrological processes to name a few. Models such as CLASS are being used
for Global Climate Model (GCM) land surface parameterizations as well as regional and
global weather forecast models (see for example, Verseghy et al., 1993; Delage and
Verseghy, 1995).
The sensible and latent heat fluxes are dictated largely by the surface incident
radiation, moisture content, albedo, vegetation characteristics, atmospheric conditions
and a variety of other variables. Due to the complexities of the surface heat and moisture
exchanges, a number of parameterization techniques and combinations of models and
remote sensing that simplify the heat and moisture exchange processes, have been
developed. The most complex scenario involves partially vegetated land covers due to the
dual vegetation-soil contributions to the overall surface energy balance components (net
radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes and ground heat flux) and the heterogeneous
nature of these land covers. Bare soil and fully vegetated (more homogeneous vegetation)
regimes are less complicated. The simplified surface energy balance equation that is used
to estimate surface heat and moisture fluxes is given by

Rn = H + LE + G

(4)

where Rn is the net radiation, H is the sensible heat flux, LE is the latent heat flux and G
is the sub-medium or ground heat flux. The surface energy balance physical principles of
equation (4) are the foundations for remote sensing of the surface energy balance using
remote sensing techniques to derive surface temperature for both non-vegetated and
vegetated scenarios (Njoku et al., 1994; Vining and Blad, 1992).
The most widely used approach is to quantify the sensible heat flux (H) using
remotely-sensed surface temperature and atmospheric boundary conditions on
temperature, wind speed and humidity that are applied in atmospheric surface layer fluxprofile formulations, or in full PBL (Planetary Boundary Layer) models. Typically, the
remotely-sensed surface temperatures are measured in the TIR wavelengths using sensors
on GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite), but more often using
AVHRR on the NOAA series satellites. An example of satellite-derived ocean surface
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temperature is shown in Figure 4. Ocean temperatures are shown due to their more
smooth, continuous nature as opposed to highly variable terrestrial surfaces.

Figure 4
The most limiting factors in using the remote measurements of surface skin
temperature to estimate the surface energy budget and soil moisture are that for a given
surface, this temperature is not unique and it may not adequately represent the
aerodynamic temperature required for calculating the heat transfer (Diak and Whipple,
1995). Direct remotely-sensed surface temperature measurements also have inherent
errors such as, 1) inaccurate estimates of surface emissivity, 2) sensor calibration, 3)
atmospheric corrections, and 4) heterogeneously moistened soils (due to the high spatial
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variability of the surface temperature). However, many studies are now using techniques
to improve the estimates of the surface energy balance and soil moisture processes. For
example, the morning time change of surface temperature was found to be the best for
use in estimating surface energy budget fluxes and soil moisture (Wetzel et al., 1984).
The use of temperature changes rather than using the absolute temperature mitigate errors
with sensor calibration, inaccurate accounting of atmospheric attenuation as well as a
lack of information on the surface emissivity (Diak and Stewart, 1989; Diak and
Whipple, 1995; Friedl, 1996). The use of temporal changes in surface temperature thus
makes the estimation of absolute temperature unnecessary.
To summarize this active research field we provide examples of how remotely
sensed parameters are being used in numerical models to estimate surface fluxes within
partially vegetated land covers in what follows. The first technique uses a two-layer
energy balance model (described by Choudhury (1989) and Friedl (1995)) that partitions
the total net radiation at the soil surface where it estimates the expected radiant
temperature from the soil-vegetation surface. The model is unique also in that it explicitly
accounts for the contributions of the soil and vegetation cover to the total upwelling
radiance measured by the TIR sensor (Friedl, 1996). The upwelling surface radiance can
be then formulated as a weighted sum of the radiance emitted from the soil and the
canopy. The model uses the fraction of soil in the sensors view by using remotely-sensed
estimates of LAI and albedo to partition the soil-vegetation contributions to the radiant
temperature. The emissivity of the soil and vegetated surfaces have to be either measured
or parameterized within the model. This remote sensing/modeling technique was found to
give good results (relative errors of 5-20%) of the sensible and latent heat fluxes across a
regional domain (~200 km) compared to actual measurements taken during the FIFE
(First ISLSCP Field Experiment) field season, which was composed of a mixed prairie
grass landscape (Friedl, 1996).
The second approach involves the usage of satellite measured surface skin
temperatures and models of the land surface PBL to estimate the surface energy balance
parameters (such as studies conducted by Carlson et al., 1981; Diak and Stewart, 1989;
Diak and Whipple, 1995, to name a few). The approach also includes using the time rate
of change of surface temperatures measured by satellite. Using the change in surface
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temperature rather than the absolute surface temperature increases the accuracy of this
technique since sensor calibration errors only act between the time of each measurement
(tenths of a degree with 1 h return measurements for GOES) (Diak and Stewart, 1989).
The overall role of the PBL model is to predict the response of the time change of the
surface temperature to the balance of latent and sensible heating at the surface as well as
the surface roughness, including the attributes of the solar forcing and atmospheric
components. The satellite derived time change in surface temperatures were used within
these model frameworks to assist the model in generating estimates of the surface
sensible heat fluxes. This approach has been found to give good surface energy balance
component estimates, especially the sensible heat fluxes (relative error better than 8% of
the total sensible heat flux), in field studies during FIFE (Diak and Stewart, 1989; Diak
and Whipple, 1995).
The third method of estimating the surface energy balance components for
incomplete vegetated land surfaces is to simplify the parameterization of the processes
occurring between the land surface and atmosphere through the use of bulk similarity
formulations. The bulk similarity theory (Kazanski and Monin, 1960) is an extension of
the surface layer formalism (Monin-Obukhov) to the upper regions of the PBL. In this
technique, the surface radiative potential temperature is acquired by TIR satellite remote
sensing (normally using AVHRR) with the use of a surface emissivity of 1.0 and
evaluated at an equivalent surface pressure of 100 hPa through adiabatic processes
(Crago et al., 1995).
The limitation of the third technique compared to the second method is the direct
use of the satellite derived surface temperature instead of the time rate of change of the
surface temperature. Errors in surface temperatures are estimated to be about 2-3 K,
which results in an overall error in sensible heat fluxes between 10-36% (Crago et al.,
1995). This overall error in the sensible heat flux estimates is comparable to other
techniques and are still very useful for most applications (Crago et al., 1995).
The last method (used by Njoku et al., 1994) that is discussed to estimate the
sensible and latent heat fluxes of partially vegetated landscapes involves an almost purely
remote sensing approach. The surface temperature is measured by TIR satellite remote
sensors (AVHRR), and the surface albedo is also estimated using remote observations in
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the optical wavelengths (using AVHRR). The sensible heat flux is estimated using
surface temperatures and meteorological observations of air temperature (at a reference
height), and the aerodynamic resistance is corrected for atmospheric stability (Njoku et
al., 1994). The net radiation is estimated using the derived albedo from the remote
observations along with parameterized incident shortwave and longwave fluxes and
assigned surface emissivity (Njoku et al., 1994) as in other methods above. The remote
observations are also used to estimate the ground heat flux by using the MSAVI
(Modified Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index) (Qi et al., 1994a, 1994b) which is derived
from satellite remote observations in the optical and IR wavelengths. Results of this
method are currently being investigated for accuracy, however, limitations of the
procedure include the usage of the direct measurement of the surface temperature and the
applicability and scaling issues of combining the remote observations with the
interpolated meteorological data on heterogeneous terrain (Njoku et al., 1994).
Studies and methods such as these will help to improve our overall understanding
of land-atmosphere processes and can be used within regional and global climate models
such as CLASS and the Canadian Climate Centre GCM by developing appropriate
parameterizations for these larger scale models.

4.3 Remote Sensing Relevant To Land Surface Processes

This section provides a list of parameters that are currently available from satellite
remote sensing for use in land surface processes (Table 3). Many of them are related to
the terrestrial hydrology and meteorological community. Many of the variables in Table 3
appear in Table 2 where many similar physical processes are important in agriculture and
hydrology (sea ice and terrestrial). These include surface temperature, evapotranspiration,
soil moisture/soil hydraulic properties, temporal changes in snowmelt and soil moisture,
snow depth and snow water equivalent. A more in depth discussion of related
geophysical parameter retrieval techniques can be found in Hanesiak and Barber (1997).
Some of these examples have been adapted from Kite and Pietroniro (1996). A list of
satellite and sensor acronyms is provided in Appendix E.
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Table 3
Variable

Sensor

Wavelength/
Frequency

Resolution

Coverage

leaf area index

Landsat
AVHRR

0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.9 µm
0.62, 0.91 mm

80 m
1 km

8-16 days
2 per day

Wiegand et al., 1979
Vogt, 1996

surface
temperature

AVHRR

10.8 mm

1 km

2 per day

EOS-MODIS

3-15 m

1 km

1-2 days

*Dousset, 1989;
Ross and Ross, 1996
Wan et al., 1996

AVHRR
GOES

0.62, 0.91, 10.8, 12.0 mm
0.64, 11.5 mm

1 km
2-8 km

2 per day
2 per hour

*Price, 1980
Bussieres et al., 1990

SIR-C /X-SAR
(experimental for
use with ESR-1/2
&
RADARSAT)

6 and 23 cm

30 - 50 m

2 - 4 days
(Radarsat)

Chadwick & Wang,
1996;
Hirsave et al., 1996
Jackson et al., 1996

SAR

6 cm

30 m

35 days

23 cm

30 m

35 days

*Wankiewicz, 1989
* RSI, 1993
*Wankiewicz, 1989

AVHRR

10.8 mm

1 km

2 per day

GOES

10.8 mm

2-8 km

2 per hour

evapotranspiration

soil moisture/
soil hydraulic
properties

temporal changes
in snowmelt and
soil moisture
surface energy
fluxes

Sample Reference

Njoku et al., 1994
Crago et al., 1995
Anderson et al., 1996
Diak and Stewart, 1989;
Diak and Whipple, 1995

Landsat 5 MSS

0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.9 µm

80 m

8-16 days

*Whiting, 1990;
*Kite & Kouwen, 1992

snow depth

GOES
Nimbus 7

0.65 mm
37 GHz

2 km
30 km

2 per hour
2 per hour

*Donald et al., 1990
*Chang et al., 1982

snow water
equivalent

SSM/I

19.3, 37.0 GHz

25 km

2 per day

MOS-1 MSR

23, 31 GHz

23-32 km

2 per day

Goodison, 1989
Walker et al., 1990
*Slough & Kite, 1992

land cover/land use

* adapted from Kite and Pietroniro (1996)

5. Atmospheric Processes

5.1 Regional and Synoptic Scale Numerical Weather Prediction

Recent studies have used satellite remote sensing as input into numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models. One of these applications includes latent heating that plays an
important role in the formation, intensification and maintenance of tropical and
extratropical cyclones as well as the mesoscale characteristics within the cloud systems.
The latent heating arises through condensation and precipitation formation processes.
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Several experiments have shown that when suppressing latent heating within synoptic
cloud systems, the cyclones can be as much as 13 hPa weaker in intensity (see for
example, Olanski and Katzfey, 1987); Nuss and Anthes, 1987 and Chang et al., 1989).
The specification of humidity, precipitable water, liquid water amounts and precipitation
type within these systems is therefore critical. Model simulations of the timing and
location of precipitation within these systems are typically inaccurate, especially if the
system rapidly intensifies during the beginning of the model run. This error is due to the
spin-up time required for condensation and precipitation processes to take place (Turbell
et al., 1981; Davidson and Puri, 1992). The assimilation of satellite-observed
precipitation, liquid water and humidity has been shown to reduce the model spin-up
times.
Puri and Miller (1990) used satellite data to specify convective heating for
diabatic initialization and moisture fields in the ECMWF (European Center for Medium
Range Weather Forecasting) synoptic-scale numerical weather prediction model. Puri and
Miller (1990) used NOAA 9 and 10 satellite derived (80 km resolution) tropical outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) data to calculate precipitation rates. The precipitation rates
were derived using regression analysis in combination with the OLR satellite fluxes over
monthly means. The rainfall rate is then approximately a measure of the vertically
integrated heating rate. The same OLR data was used to obtain the moisture field. The
moisture field in the model must be altered according to the heating rates since an
inconsistent moisture field would degrade the model results. The moisture field
adjustment is accomplished by forcing the model derived precipitation rates to match as
close as possible to those from the OLR derived precipitation rates. The Betts-Miller
adjustment scheme is then used to relate the precipitation rates to the overall moisture
field (see Puri and Miller, 1990). The result of including the satellite data into the model's
forecast was to produce more accurate precipitation and moisture field forecasts as well
as reducing the spin-up time of the model. The reduced spin-up time was achieved by
eliminating the need for moisture and precipitation rate parameterizations during each
successive initialization.
Manobianco et al. (1994) and Chang and Holt (1994) used SSM/I derived
precipitation rates (from brightness temperatures, TBs) as input to numerical weather
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prediction models with the goal of improving the models forecasts of precipitation
locations/rates and types, diabatic heating profiles and storm tracks. SSM/I precipitation
rates are derived through physical relationships developed by Kummerow and Giglio
(1994) and Hollinger (1991) from multi-channel brightness temperatures. Statistical
inversion techniques and theoretical TBs are used to derive sets of geophysical
parameters for different cloud types. Radiative transfer calculations on the retrieved
parameters are then used to select the single cloud type and precipitation rate that
produces the optimal brightness temperature (best agreement between observed and
retrieved TBs) at all channels. The SSM/I derived precipitation rates were input into the
models at horizontal resolutions of 25 km and linearly interpolated in time to correspond
to model time steps. Both studies found positive impacts on model simulations when
using remote sensing in the model simulations. Improvements were made in storm track,
diabatic heating profiles and precipitation forecasts, however, for less intense cyclones
(compared to the relatively strong systems that were investigated), these improvements
may not be as noticeable (Chang and Holt, 1994). Furthermore, using satellite-derived
precipitation rates as latent heating rates may also introduce difficulties for NWP models
that contain different convective cloud parameterizations (Manobianco et al., 1994;
Chang and Holt, 1994).
Another unique investigation incorporated SSM/I brightness temperatures into a
3-dimensional mesoscale cloud model (MM5; Fifth-Generation Pennsylvania State
University-NCAR Mesoscale Model; Grell et al., 1994) (p. communication, J. Weinman,
1997). The remote sensing information improved model simulated precipitation types and
rates. SSM/I brightness temperatures were able to discern differences in precipitation
types of convective and stratiform cloud over the ocean where the model could not. This
information was input into the model through interactive image warping (Pratt, 1991) to
remap MM5 output to the SSM/I image in order to improve the model's precipitation
type/rate simulations. In this example, the SMM/I data would alleviate the trouble of
developing a sophisticated micro-physics scheme into the model (p. communication, J.
Weinman, 1997). In addition, using only the SSM/I data would have resulted in
mistaking heavy snow with cloud water in one region of the storm. The results of this
study are currently pending publication. In this case, the model helped to improve the
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remote sensing information. Therefore, the modeling capabilities and remote sensing
information can be used simultaneously to produce positive feedbacks between the two in
order to improve our ability to replicate real world situations.
A recent conference held in Melbourne, Australia during the summer of 1997 by
the Joint Assemblies of IAMAS-IAPSO (International Association of Meteorological and
Atmospheric Science - International Association for Physical Sciences in the Ocean)
devoted an entire session to applications of remote sensing to numerical weather
prediction and modeling. Aonashi (1997) assimilated SSM/I vertically polarized
brightness temperatures (TBs) into the Japan Spectral Model (JSM). The SSM/I TBs are
nonlinear functions of precipitation, liquid water content, humidity, and surface variables
(sea surface temperatures and sea surface wind speed). The methodology is based on
finding the optimal field of independent variables of JSM that minimizes the differences
between the SSM/I TBs and radiative transfer model generated TBs calculated from the
physical variables of the JSM (Aonashi, 1997). This method is an example of using a
forward remote sensing model (radiative transfer model used to obtain TBs) in
conjunction with a numerical physical process model (JSM) to calculate optimal
estimates of precipitation, liquid water contents, humidity, temperature and cloud base
mass flux. The optimal estimates are obtained by a cost function (Aonashi, 1997) which
is calculated by the TB differences between the remote sensing radiative transfer model
and observed SSM/I radiances. The direct assimilation technique was conducted on a
case study during the TOGA COARE (Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled
Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment) field campaign in which improved
atmospheric estimates of the above parameters were found in space and time (Aonashi,
1997).
Golding et al. (1997) have indicated that the United Kingdom Meteorological
Office have improved NWP forecasts using Meteosat imagery, radar imagery and surface
observations along with cloud analyses. Improvements to this system include: 1) the use
of the VIS bands in conjunction with IR temperatures to determine cloud regions, 2) the
use of radar (5 km resolution) to determine precipitation, cloud depths and distinguishing
between convective and stratiform cloud, 3) the combined use of radar and model
precipitation analysis used to update soil moistures and latent heat release in cloud
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regions. The utilization of these new techniques and their application to weather
prediction have significantly improved the rainfall distributions of the NWP models in
the first few hours of the model’s forecast (Golding et al., 1997).
Warner et al. (1997) have used TOVS vertical radiances of temperature and
humidity in the Arctic region on the MM5 model to improve model forecasts of polar
disturbances. They found that the direct assimilation of the TOVS data into the MM5
model were not useful due to prior TOVS retrieval information being inconsistent with
the MM5 initial conditions. However, the use of a 1-D variational scheme with the TOVS
radiances to correct the background profiles of the temperature and humidity derived
from MM5 worked significantly better. This technique removed some of the undesired
tendencies of the model simulations and improved the overall simulations of the Arctic
disturbances (Warner et al., 1997). Teixeira and Herdies (1997) also used TOVS
radiances to improve the initial conditions of vertical profiles of temperature and
humidity on the Limited Area Model with Step-Mountain (ETA) Coordinates in the
Brazilian region. The improved initial conditions resulted in a better spatial and
quantitative distribution of convective precipitation over the Ceara region within the
model simulations (Teixeira and Herdies, 1997).

5.2 Remote Sensing Relevant To Atmospheric Processes

We provide examples of the important atmospheric parameters that are currently
available from satellite remote sensing in Table 4. Satellite remote sensing technology for
the atmosphere has been available for decades.
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Table 4
Variable

Sensor

Wavelength/
Frequency

Resolution

Coverage

Sample Reference

SSM/I

85.5 GHz

12-25 km

2 per day

Kummerow & Giglio, 1994

Precipitation Rate
a) instantaneous

b) cumulative

precipitation types

GOES/Meteosat

0.4-0.7 µm
8-14 µm

1 km
7 km

~30 min

Hollinger, 1991
Petty & Katsaros, 1990
Danard, 1985
Turpeinen et al., 1990
Arkin & Ardanuy, 1989

SSM/I

19, 22, 37, 85 GHz

25 km

2 per day

(p. comm., Weinman, 1997)

GOES/Meteosat

6.3-6.7 µm

14 km

~30 min

Smith et al., 1979
Eyre, 1981

2 per day

8-9 µm
19, 22, 37 GHz
19,22,37, 85 GHz
90, 183 GHz

30 km
22 km
14 km
25 km
12-25 km
N/A

~30 min
2 per day
2 per day
N/A

Chesters et al., 1987
Lejou et al., 1994
Wilheit & Chang, 1980
Wang et al., 1989

Schiffer & Rossow,
1985
Rossow & Gardner,
1993
Cox et al., 1987

Water Vapor
a) mid/upper
tropospheric

b) column total
c) cloud liquid
water

TOVS
THIR
VAS
SSM/I
SSM/I
AMSU (future)

Clouds
a) cover/type

b) cover/type/
temperature

c) cirrus

AVHRR
VISSR
HVIS

0.4-0.7 µm

1 km
1 km
2.7 km

2 per day
~30 min
2 per day

AVHRR
VISSR
VHIR/HIR

8-14 µm

1 km
8 km
0.6/2.7 km

2 per day
~30 min
2 per day

SCR
VAS

2.6, 2.7 µm
15 µm

25 km
14 km

2 per hour
~30 min
Barton, 1983
Wylie & Menzel, 1989

sea surface temp

AVHRR

8-14 µm

1 km

2 per day

McClain et al., 1983

VISSR
AVHRR
THIR
Meteosat

8-14 µm
6 µm

8 km
1 km
23 km
14 km

~30 min
2 per day
2 per hour
~30 min

Turner & Warren, 1989
Kastner et al., 1980

GOES/Meteosat
SSM/I
SAR

0.4-0.7 µm
19,22,37, 85 GHz
6 cm

1 km
12-25 km
30-50 m

~30 min
2 per day
35 days

Gruber et al., 1971
McMurdie et al., 1987

Winds
a) high level

b) low level

Kummerow & Giglio, 1994

Hollinger, 1991

However, it is only recently that this technology and the algorithms that are used to
extract meaningful geophysical parameters have improved sufficiently to be used for
weather forecasting and numerical weather prediction models. The reader is directed to
Hanesiak and Barber (1997) for details on retrieval techniques.
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6. Summary and Concluding Remarks

The main advantages of combining satellite remote sensing and numerical process
models becomes obvious upon inspection of the numerous examples provided across the
different disciplines. Firstly, the use of remote measurements in numerical models can
alleviate the need for more complex parameterizations within the numerical model. A
prime example was the use of passive microwave measurements to decipher different
precipitation types in mid latitude winter cyclones instead of developing a more complex
microphysical parameterization within the model.
Secondly, the combined use of remote sensing and numerical modeling can
produce positive feedbacks between the two in order to improve the overall
understanding of the physical system that is being considered. For example, the
numerical model may not reproduce a particular parameter/process with the desired
accuracy. However, in some cases the remote observations can supply a better
representation of this, which can then be ingested by the model for improved simulations.
On the other hand, the remote observations may have difficulties in some situations in
extracting a particular parameter/process. The numerical model may reproduce the same
feature more accurately and add insight into why the remote observations were suspect.
This ultimately leads to improved retrieval algorithms using the remote sensing data. In
many cases the determination of whether the remote observations or the numerical model
is more “accurate” is very difficult. In this case, the user must constrain the hybridization
process to scenarios in which the remote observations are considered to be reliable.
The third advantage of combining remote observations with numerical models is
the improved spatial and temporal representation of the numerical simulations. Since the
remote observations provide a broad areal coverage compared to standard surface
observational networks, numerical model initialization or validation using the remote
observations can be done in a more satisfying manner in most cases.
Although many different techniques have been used for the assimilation
procedure (even within the same discipline), many of these techniques are appropriate
within a multitude of disciplinary specific models. Furthermore, many of the outlined
techniques have proven to be quite successful. For example, surface temperature can
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either be directly input into a numerical model at any given time step or the model can be
constrained or steered in a physical or statistical way to match, as close as possible, the
remote observations over several time steps. This constraining or steering procedure can
also vary depending on the complexity that is required within the model to ensure that the
internal physics or physical processes are not being violated.
Another way to incorporate remote sensing into numerical models is to link a
physical scattering model (often called a forward scattering model) directly within the
numerical process model. This approach is highly attractive since feedbacks and linkages
between the remote observations and numerical model are more physically-based which
can lead to a more thorough understanding of the entire physical system under
investigation.
Some of the key disadvantages or drawbacks of combining remote sensing with
numerical modeling include: 1) the run-time of the model simulations are typically
greater due to the ingestion/optimization procedures; this is particularly important for
forecast models, 2) the remote observations can sometimes disrupt the model's physics
over time steps when using direct data input procedures which lead to more sophisticated
ingestion approaches, 3) the remote observations may not cover the entire model's
domain if the model's dimensionality is greater than one, 4) the remote observations can
in some cases be sporadic in time; for example, surface temperature using TIR techniques
are only applicable in cloudless situations, 5) when attempting to have the model ingest
more than one remotely-sensed geophysical parameter, the spatial scales of those remote
observations are typically different; this can lead to severe scaling difficulties which can
cause degraded model simulations, and finally 6) the model’s grid in most cases does not
coincide with any of the remote observations, which can lead to interpolation errors that
will be inherent in the model simulations.
Based on this review, we pose, and address, a series of questions pertaining to a
generic coupling of remote sensing and numerical process modelling:

1) Which are the important parameters/processes in the particular model under
investigation? Conduct a series of sensitivity tests to define which parameters
and processes are dominant in controlling the model’s simulations.
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Investigate which parameters and processes are best used or suited for remote
sensing input based on either geophysical retrieval or forward scattering
model analysis.

2) Where can the remote observations be used within the mathematical structure
of the model and what consequences will this assimilation have on run times?
Define the relevant remote sensing data that may be applicable to the model
and where (in the model) the remote sensing data can be used. Investigate the
specifics of how assimilation techniques reduce computational burdens within
the model.

3) Will the component of the model using the remote sensing data require
calibration for a particular parameterization/process within the model? If so,
steps will be needed to produce the proper calibration.

4) What (if any) other modeling techniques (remote sensing inversion, statistical
or physical models) are available for input within the numerical model? This
may require a specific comparison of parameter/process inputs relative to
benchmark runs of the model.

5) What level of scaling problems will be encountered when using the different
types of remote sensing data and, will there be difficulties in ensuring the
continuity of the model’s physics when using direct data input? If so, an
investigation may be required to minimize these difficulties ostensibly using
the analyses in (4).

6) Are there potential for feedbacks between the model and the remote sensing
data? A thorough analysis should be done to investigate the likelihood of
positive feedbacks between the model and remote sensing data to improve the
representation of any given physical process of the model or remote
observations.
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7) Does the development of a hybrid model result in improvements over a ‘stand
alone’ numerical model? In the absence of specific benchmark frameworks we
believe that evaluation can be done within the context of: i) improving our
understanding of particular sub-processes within the model; ii) more precise
estimation of observed climate state variables; and iii) improved ability to
predict past and future conditions.

The numerical model being used can in some cases be applied for different
physical scenarios. For example, in agriculture, numerical crop growth models can be
applied to various crop types such as wheat, broad leaf, barley and potatoes. As a result,
many of these questions and procedures will have to be applied to each crop type that is
simulated by the model. Using the agriculture example once again, it may be most useful
to apply these procedures to a specific crop type and then apply the gained experience to
the remainder of the other crop types. Furthermore, a particular crop type model may be
able to have multiple parameters and/or processes linked to remote sensing information.
This would allow further sensitivity studies to indicate how the model reacts to each set
of remote sensing input on an individual basis. A larger study could then be conducted to
investigate how the model reacts to all of the remote sensing input simultaneously. In
addition, a particular model parameter that can be used as a link to remote sensing input
may have multiple remote sensing sources (that is, two or more different satellite-based
sensors). An investigation to define the “optimal” source of remote sensing data for a
particular model parameterization/process would also be required.
Although there are several drawbacks to hybridizing remote sensing and
numerical modeling, the results of this review have shown that the use of remote sensing
in the numerical modeling community has been positive. More sophisticated ingestion
techniques are quickly being developed that will solve or minimize many of the
drawbacks indicated above. In addition, new and improved satellite remote sensing
technology is consistently being developed and are being specifically tailored for use
within many different disciplines and numerical modeling strategies. To benefit the most
from the integration of remote sensing and numerical modeling, the numerical modeling
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community must also begin to alter their strategies to optimize the assimilation process.
With international conferences such the joint IAMAS-IAPSO assemblies in Australia,
there is a good indication that the remote sensing and numerical modeling communities
are beginning to see the benefits of increased collaboration.
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Remote Sensing and GIS the Tools to study Climate Change, Impacts and
Adaptations.
AGENDA

Location: University of Manitoba, Fort Garry Campus
343 Drake Bldg
Thursday June 8, 2000: Plenary/Working Group Sessions
time
8:00 – 8:45
8:45 – 9:00
9:00 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:15

10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:15
11:15 –1 2:00
12:00 – 1:00
1:00 – 1:45

1:45 – 4:15

Thursday
Registration/coffee
Welcome
Overview of the role of Geomatics in
Climate Change Research.
Keynote: NASA's Earth Science Enterprise:
Science and Mission update, Data products,
EOSDIS access, and Applications
Coffee/networking
Keynote: Agriculture
Keynote: Hydrology
Catered Lunch
Keynote: Forestry

Speaker

Parallel Break-out session: Data Sources
Parallel Break-out session: Hydrology
Parallel Break-out session: Agriculture
Parallel Break-out session: Forestry
Coffee provided in each session

Room 530, 540 & 543 Drake
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David Mosscrop, CEOS
David Barber, CEOS
Timothy Gubbels , NASA HQ

Paul Bullock, UofM
Alain Pietroniro, NWRI
Mike Wulder, PFC
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Friday June 9, 2000: Users Session

time
8:30 – 9:00
9:00 – 9:30
9:30 - 10:00
10:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 10:55

11:00 – 11:15
11:15 - 11:30
11:30 - 11:45
11:45 - 12:00

12:00 – 1:00

Friday
Coffee/networking
Hydrology session (15 min. presentations):
Flood Stage-Damage Model for the Red River
Valley using GIS and Microsoft Access.
Discussion
Coffee/networking
Data Stream session (15 min. presentations):
GEOCOMP products
Practical Implementation of Remote Sensing and
GIS Systems in Climactic Impact Management
Agriculture session (15 min. presentations):
Application of GIS to the Modeling
of Climate Change Impacts
Ocean’s Effect of Climate
Remote Sensing as a Tool for Climate
Change, Impacts and Adaptation in Agriculture
Current Remote Sensing Technology in
Agricultural Monitoring

Speaker

Mark Degagne, KGS Group

Roy Dixon, MRSC
Andrew Rae, Linnet

Dave Sauchyn, U Regina
Howard Edel, DFO
Paul Bullock, U Manitoba
Klaus Hochheim, U Manitoba

Catered Lunch
Forestry session (15 min. presentations):

1:00 – 2:00
2:00 – 2:20
2:20 – 4:00

Role of PARC in Climate Change Research
Working Group Summations and Discussion:
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Timothy Gubbels
Senior Scientist
Solid Earth and Natural Hazards Program
NASA Headquarters
Dr. Timothy Gubbels is a senior scientist with the Solid Earth and Natural Hazards
Program and the Pacific Disaster Center Program within the Office of Earth Science at
NASA Headquarters.

Dr. Gubbels received his Ph.D. in Geological Sciences from Cornell University in 1993.
He has over 20 years of experience in geology and satellite remote sensing. He has
authored 18 peer-reviewed papers in the fields of geology, satellite remote sensing,
remote sensing applications, and data and information systems. Dr. Gubbels was a
contributing editor of a recent special issue of Earth Observation Magazine (April 1999)
covering commercial and regional applications of satellite data. He has a mixture of
public- and private-sector experience in satellite remote sensing; previous assignments
include the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Goddard Space Flight Center, Chevron Overseas
Petroleum, Earth Satellite Corporation, Hughes Information Technology Systems, and
Raytheon Systems Company. At Hughes and Raytheon he made substantive
contributions to the full life cycle of development of the NASA EOSDIS Core System. In
addition to his responsibilities with NASA headquarters, Dr. Gubbels is presently a
design consultant with the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History "Forces of
Change" Exhibit. He can be reached at tgubbels@hq.nasa.gov.

Paul Bullock
Paul Bullock received a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture in 1980 and his Master of
Science, Soil Science in 1985, both from the University of Saskatchewan. He attended
the Australian National University in Canberra, Australia and received his doctorate from
the Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies in 1990.

Dr. Bullock accepted a position as remote sensing analyst with the Canadian Wheat
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Board in 1990 and was promoted to Director of the Weather and Crop Surveillance
Department in 1991. His work involved monitoring global crop conditions and
estimating grain production in major grain-growing regions using world weather data and
satellite technology.

In 1998, Dr. Bullock started work with Noetix Research Incorporated as Director of
Operations, Winnipeg and focused on the development and delivery of remote sensing
solutions, mainly to clients in the agriculture industry.

In 2000, Dr. Bullock was appointed Assistant Professor, Agrometeorology in the
Department of Soil Science, University of Manitoba. He brings to bear his experience in
agrometeorology and remote sensing on a range of issues surrounding agriculture and
climate change.

Alain Pietroniro Ph.D., P.Eng.
National Water Research Institute
National Hydrology Research Centre
11 Innovation Blvd.
Saskatoon, SK, Canada S7N 3H5
Dr. Pietroniro is a research Engineer at the National Water Research
Institute of Environment Canada in Saskatoon. He received his BASC in
Agricultural Engineering from McGill University and his MASc and Ph.D. from
the University of Waterloo in Civil Engineering. He currently adjunct
professor in AG and Bio-resource engineering at the University of
Saskatchewan and is the secrtary for the International Committee on Remote
Sensing as part of the International Association of Hydrological Sciences.
His interests are in hydrological modelling and remote sensing.
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Mike Wulder.

Mike Wulder received a B.Sc. from the Department of Geography at the
University of Calgary, and the MES and Ph.D. (1998) degrees from the
Department of Geography at the University of Waterloo. In 1998 he
Joined Canadian Forest Service of Natural Resources Canada at the Pacific
Forestry Centre as a Research Scientist. He is also an Adjunct Professor and
Sessional Lecturer at the University of Victoria. His primary research
interests are optical and LIDAR remote sensing, geographical information
systems, spatial statistics, and the estimation of forest inventory and
structural parameters (including density, land cover, biomass, and
deforestation detection). Mike is conference co-chair and technical chair
for the 22nd Symposium of the Canadian Remote Sensing Society to be held
in Victoria, August 21-25, 2000.

David Barber.
David Barber received his Bachelors and Masters degrees from the University of
Manitoba and his PhD from the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of
Waterloo (1992). He is a full professor in the Department of Geography at the University
of Manitoba and Director (and founder, 1994) of the Centre for Earth Observation
Science.
His current research program utilizes geomatics technologies to understand earth system
processes in a variety of locations around the world. His primary research interest is in
high arctic looking at atmosphere-ice/snow-ocean interactions.
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REMOTE SENSING AND GIS: THE TOOLS TO STUDY CLIMATE CHANGE, IMPACTS AND
ADAPTATIONS.
JUNE 8-9, 2000
David Barber, CEOS, University of Manitoba
“Role of Remote Sensing and GIS in Climate Change Research”
Trying to get a framework for where to go in the future with these remote sensing and
GIS tools – in the context of climate change
Outline:
§ Earth system
§ Facts and uncertainties of climate change
§ State variables
§ Processes
§ Evidence for change
§ Where to next?
Earth System:
§ Engine is the sun; set up on a planetary basis; moving through seasons
§ Incident radiation on the earth’s surface changes through the seasons
§ There is less radiation in the northern hemisphere in the winter
§ Set up processes in land and oceans
§ Net surplus and net deficits at different areas – together balance out
§ Atmosphere and radiation interact – some is absorbed
§ Greenhouse gases – causes long wave radiation to be trapped
§ Getting more and more complex as we look at the earth system
State variables
§ Climate variables – what is the particular condition of any aspect of a system at
any point in time
§ e.g. albedo is a state variable
Processes – how state variables interact with one another
§ e.g. carbon cycle
§ Become complicated by the fact that feedback occurs with other variables
§ Don’t understand how state variables, processes and feedback mechanisms
interact
§ How does scale relate?
§ With GIS can we can deal with the planet as a single unit or at a fine scale – the
feedback mechanisms vary based on scale
Facts
§ Greenhouse warming potential – CO2, CH4, nitrous oxide and halocarbons
§ Surplus in carbon cycle of 3,500 MMT/year
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§
§
§
§
§
§

Rates of increase of CO2 are non-linear
Temperature – global temperature deviations (1961-1990); getting an increase in
temperature over the last few years
What does this mean historically?
Paleoclimate records – drill into ice cores, examine CO2 concentrations
Relationship between CO2 and temperature well studied
As CO2 increases so does temperature

Climate models
§ General circulation model (GCM) – create a mathematical representation of state
variables and processes as we understand them; then try to see what would
happen by perturbing a variable
§ Useful as a diagnostic tool
§ Fundamentally, physics in the model are not as strong as the should be
§ Models are now being used to make policy decisions – can we make decisions
based on these models?
GIS in context
§ How we can conceptualize our role in climate change research (DIAGRAM):
§ Space and time
§ Models, analysis, data
§ Observations and field experiments lead to global satellite and surface studies;
which lead to either better parameterization of processes or better observations of
state variables, which are then used in general circulation models
§ We have to start addressing issues no before we all the information – risk
management
NASA space mission
§ Labs all over the world are measuring state variables – these systems are now
available to a wide community
§ Products that already provide data sets are readily available to the climate change
research community, without ever having to understand how the data was
generated
GIS – a grid framework in which to analyze data
§ Need to think about spatial or temporal variables
§ Spatial variables = value that any state variable takes at a point depends on what
is around it
§ Temporal variables = defined by what occurs after or before it in time
§ Derived variables = use models and state variables to derive new variables or
make better parameterizations
Early evidence of climate change
§ Sea ice – maximum ice cover in March, minimum in September
§ Currently we handle the sea ice as a single slab – assumed to be 3m thick in the
northern hemisphere
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§
§

GCM models predicted that we’d see changes in the amount of sea ice by 2000 –
which turned out to be true
Sea ice is decreasing at both poles

Global evidence for change
§ Temperature: +0.5oC globally; +2.5oC in the Mackenzie Basin
§ Fourfold increase in weather related disasters
Where to next?
§ Scientific and policy consensus that climate change is real and has already begun
§ Not significant from a planetary sense – the earth has seen much greater change
§ Impacts are important only because they impact our economies
§ Risk management as it pertains to impacts and adaptations
§ What are priorities for Geomatics research in the context of state
variables/processes?
§ How do tools relate to impacts and adaptation research?
§ How can we address impacts and adaptations with Geomatics research?

Questions
Q1
§ You made a statement that changes we see are not as large as what the earth has seen,
but it depends on scale; the rate of change that we are experiencing right now is
outside of any scale we have ever seen; this rate of change is unprecedented; more is
impacted that just our economies – we are seeing an unprecedented rate of extinction
A1
§ The planet will go on forever
§ People are most interested in whether or not humans can go on
Q2
§ Which came first – increased temperature or increased CO2? From your ice cores,
can you tell which factor is driving the relationship?
A2
§ There is a correlation; good physical fundamental reasons why; we can’t tell which
came first.
Q3
§ What’s the temporal scale of ice cores?
A3
§ Paleoclimatic – 10s to 100s of thousands of years
§ Can be years to 10s of years
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Timothy Gubbels, NASA Headquarters
“NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise Mission Update, Data Products, EOSDIS Data
Access and Applications”

URLs presented in this presentation can be found in Appendix F
§
§

NASA’s open data policy making information available to Canadian climate research
Some of this is free

§

Earth Science Enterprises Mission
§ Develop a scientific understanding of the earth system and …

§

Complex set of forces and feedbacks resulting in a wide range of responses and
impacts
200 standard data products are measured by NASA – state variables, processes or a
combination of the two
Earth process schematic
§ Global impacts and regional impacts
§ Interrelationships between variables and processes
Global change – what is the role of gases and human activities in relation to climate
change?
4 components:
§ atmosphere
§ hydrosphere
§ earth
§ biosphere

§
§
§
§

§
§
§

Five questions
Applications objectives
Technological objectives

§

EOSDIS – a large satellite ground system that ingests, processes and distributes data
products to the internet

§

Three elements:
1. Characterization of process and state variables
2. Understanding
3. Predicting changes

§

Concentrations of greenhouse gases rising dramatically in last century

§

Mission update
§ Launched LANDSAT 7 last year
§ TERRA measures:
§ global energy balance/budget;
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§
§
§

§ surface imaging - sea land and atmosphere;
§ lower atmosphere chemistry - CO2 and CH4 measurements;
§ Albedo, aerosols, vegetation
Next launch – E01 to replace LANDSAT
JASON 1 – detects diurnal changes in processes
AQUA to replace TERRA – detects diurnal changes in processes

§
§
§
§

In orbit now:
TRMM – lightning
ORVIEW 2 – fisheries applications
TERRA and LANDSAT 7

§
§

EOS standard products – SLIDE
Measurements fall into 24 classes, organized into five groups:
1. Land
2. Atmosphere
3. Ocean
4. Cryosphere
5. Solar radiation

§
§
§

Important goal is interannual climate change
Equally critical is oceans – sea winds, surface temperatures
Land – land cover and land use change, vegetation, surface temperature, fire, surface
winds

§

Landsat 7 ETM (enhanced thematic mapper)
§ New band with 15m spatial resolution
§ Improved thermal band
§ Goal is continuity
§ Over 70,000 Landsat scenes archived right now
§ Trying to get image of world 4 times per year
§ Internet – Landsat 7 gateway, USGS Landsat 7 page
§ $600 per scene now instead of $4,000
Quicksat – improving forecast of hurricanes

§
§

EOS Terra – http://terra.nasa.gov
§ Instruments:
§ ASTER – thermal and infrared bands
§ 15m high resolution
§

CERES – global radiant energy balance

§

MISR – multiangle imaging spectroradiometer

§

MODIS – measures biological and physical processes over land and
ocean every 2 days – every day in some areas
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§
§
§

MOPITT – measures profiles of C02 and total column CH4
Pollution in the troposphere

§
§

Distributed active archive centres – data centres (digital libraries) throughout the
USA
Data flows from satellite to New Mexico to the individual centres
Snow and ice data centre is in Colorado

§
§

Processing gives more accurate products (SLIDE)
Metadata, granule

§
§

EOS standard data format: HDF EOS – a new easily readable format
EOS data gateway: (SLIDE) – Canadian users should click on “other gateways” to
access

§

Applications values of datasets
§ NASA’s data – lower resolution, wider swaths, better spectral coverage, stable
calibrations, regular revisits
§ Commercial data sets – high spatial resolutions

§

Applications:
§ Agriculture – measuring crop acreage, classifying vegetation, monitoring soil
erosion
§ Forestry – timber acreage, timber type

§

The most important points to take away from this presentation: understand that
previous barriers of cost and access have dropped with new policies and what’s
coming down from space;
Many applications to Canadian researchers and users

§
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Questions
Q1
§ To what extent are these products influencing climate change research in the US?
A1
§ Ability to influence climate change strongly, ultimately influenced by political will
Q2
§ We often have to ask for data ahead of time – is Terra always going to be on in the
background?
A2
§ MODIS is available every day; MISSR on always; ASTER instrument not always on
– still plan a lot of acquisition; MOPPIT always on; Landsat 7 – global acquisition
strategy, pass once every 8 days, acquired 4 times per year, cannot task it more than
that because will interfere with the global acquisition strategy
Q3
§ Think it is important to note that the US is not sitting idle on climate change – they
are spending $4 billion
A3
§ It is a political issue with major policy issues and economic impacts
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Paul Bullock, University of Manitoba
“Remote Sensing as a Tool to Study Climate Change Impacts and Adaptations in
Agriculture”
§

Canada’s approach to climate change:
1. Mitigation – agriculture and agrifood climate change table 2000 (Options
Report, Pub. No. 2028/E) – providing basis and framework on how to move
forward and deal with climate change
2. Adaptation

§
§
§

Mitigation and adaptation are not mutually exclusive
Mitigation – Kyoto Protocol – what we do for future generations
Adaptation – still going to have to deal with the lag effects – see change, must deal
with it
Number of different issues – it is proposed that Canada:
1. Act upon things that seem reasonable right now in a climate of uncertainty
2. Have decisions made once we know policy
3. Bring forward new actions based on what we know and policies
Hopeful that Canada will take steps regardless of the outcome of Kyoto
Must be aware that strategies that we follow may turn out to not be as logical as we
initially think
Need to recognize that we are acting with uncertainty

§

§
§
§
§

Agriculture (SLIDE)
§ 9.5% of Canadian greenhouse gas emissions are attributed to agriculture in
terms of cropping systems and livestock (not including fossil fuel use or
production of fertilizer)
§ N02 (from fertilizers) and CH4 (from livestock) primarily
§ Agriculture crops and forage can sequester CO2 as soil organic C – this is not
recognized in Kyoto, but Canada recognizes that agriculture can be a C sink

§

Mitigation strategies
§ Many relate to the fact that agriculture can be a sink for sequestering CO2
§ Models that I am talking about are spreadsheet models – for every ton of
fertilizer applied multiply and there is the NO2
§ Limited knowledge of agriculture greenhouse gases in Canada

§

Improved soil nutrient management – more efficient use in amount and the form that
we apply
§ Base N applied based on soil tests; don’t apply in fall when most is lost
§ Could bring gases down by 1.4%
§ Important because constituents of NO2 are more noxious that CO2

§

Increased utilization of conservation tillage
§ Not breaking down organic matter so quickly
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§
§

Makes 3-8% reduction by sequestering C
But, this is fraught with other problems – e.g. can make some areas less
productive

§

Decreased summer fallow area
§ Put more fertilizer on which sequesters C but increases N
§ No real gain or loss in terms of greenhouse gases

§

Increased use of forage in crop rotations
§ If put more forage in rotation, bring down amount of crops to plant, but
increases beef production because have so much forage
§ Huge increase in N – when livestock is brought in, increases greenhouse gas
output

§

Increased area under permanent cover crops – 2-3% reduction

§

Optimal grazing and grassland management
§ Supplement grazing
§ 4% reduction in greenhouse gas reduction because the herd doesn’t get any
bigger

§

Manure management
§ Cover tanks, don’t apply in fall
§ 2% reduction, but a lot of uncertainty

§

Livestock feeding management
§ Decrease protein in diet
§ 1% reduction

§

Agro-forestry activities
§ Convert 1% of productive land to forestry
§ Reduces cow herd, 3% reduction in gases

§

Couldn’t simulate:
§ Use of agriculture fiber for commercial products (sequester C as a product in
organic material with a longer lifespan)
§ Biofuels – using crops to fuel vehicles

§
§

Things that seem reasonable don’t always have anticipated results
Because NO2 is such a potent greenhouse gas, must take into account

§

Mitigation strategy issues
§ Monitoring and verification – industry widespread, products are low margin;
can’t pass the costs of monitoring onto producers or they would have no
profit; this is where remote sensing comes in
§ Emissions vary spatially and temporally
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§

Adaptations
§ If we know what is happening we can adapt to it
§ If we can understand climate well enough to predict, we can give people time
to adapt
§ Remote sensing is the only way to get the information required to deal with
climate change

Role for Remote Sensing
1. Monitoring of climate and climate impacts
2. Detection of climate change
3. Determination of climate forcing functions
4. Prediction of climate variability
5. Validation of models (including initialization)
Agriculture Specifically
1. Monitoring/verification of response of vegetation to climate change
2. Monitoring/verification of management practices (land use change, cropping systems)
3. Model development and verification (greenhouse gas emissions couple remote
sensing/meteorological models)
§

Measuring not only impacts of climate change, but also policy implications

§

Variability in agriculture – more efficient agriculture use would result in $ savings as
well as sequestering C and using less N
Could operate a program using tax credits
Remote sensing shows variability in field
§ $ and greenhouse gas benefits to reduce
§ Can only do through remote sensing

§
§

§
§

Opportunity to define growth function which feeds back to parameters for climate
change in terms of primary productivity
Don’t have a lot of answers, have lot’s of questions and tremendous potential for
remote sensing

Questions
Q1
§ I think it would be useful to do the same analysis for adaptations as you did for
mitigation
§ Would you or a colleague be able to do that?
A1
§ Sure, I never looked at it in that light
§ Need to look at mitigation measures in terms of adaptation as well
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Q2
§ Canada wants to use C fixation as part of the Kyoto protocol? A lot of C will be
respired out within 2 years
A2
§ A lot of C sequestration on a cropping basis is to bring C back to equilibrium, also
talking about longer term initiatives like strawboard and forestry
Q3
§ Remote sensing in agriculture – how could remote sensing track productivity?
§ What about tracking climate vectors for pathogens dependent on climate variables?
A3
§ What about other things that impact crops too?
§ Need to understand and measure variables – can then feed into models – always a
feedback and interaction
§ What we have to be able to do is to scale up variables using remote sensing
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Alain Pretroniro, CCRS
“Spatial Hydrology in Canada”
§
§

Want to give an idea of what’s happening in Canada in terms of hydrology
Remote sensing contribution to hydrology – surface water and wetland detection, soil
moisture

§
§

Surface water mapping – Radarsat after Red River flood
Over last 5 years have been a number of multidisciplinary studies

§

In terms of applications:
§ State variables – precipitation, land cover/land use, vegetation, soil moisture,
groundwater, surface water, snow covered area, snow depth, snow water
equivalent, snow melt, surface temperature, evapotranspiration

§

Surface water and wetlands – flood mapping, wetlands, soil moisture (complex signal
because of topography and texture)

§

With active radar can map wet snow very well

§

Spatial data in hydrology
§ Simplest is to use data to identify areas of interest – such as Red River flood
§ Hydrologists have a great role to play in modeling

§

Hydrological assessment
§ Have to use host of models and data from remote sensing combined – all
provide inputs into hydrological models
§ Geospatial data is critical
§ Remote sensing provides validation by back-calculating and improving
models
§ Remote sensing plays a major role in monitoring changes in hydrology as a
function of climate change

§

All models are wrong, but we have to conceptualize at some level

§

Hydrological vs. hydraulic models – hydraulic models are more robust

§

Peace Athabasca Delta
§ Very complex system, elevation of 2m (very flat)
§ Flooding caused by ice jams – frequency of flooding has significant impact on
ecosystem function
§ Being a remote area, there is a lack of representative data – therefore remote
sensing is necessary

§

Going to devise hydrodynamic models with hydrological model
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§
§

Calibrate model and validate through time
Validate hydrodynamic model with remote sensing

Questions
No time for questions.
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Mike Wulder, Forestry Branch, Natural Resources Canada
“Remote Sensing and GIS in Forest Monitoring for Climate Change”
§
§
§
§

Remote sensing does not directly measure climate change
Climate change = going from one state to another
GIS spatial data provides context and an environment for analysis and modeling
Remote sensing – allows us to see what’s there but we don’t know the details or why

§
§

Remote Sensing and GIS
Measurement, simulate conditions

§
§

Indicator attributes = state variables
Forest cover type, forest cover density, net primary productivity

§

Remote Sensing – characteristics
§ Spectral – actual location in EMF spectrum
§ Spatial – pixel size of earth that is being examined; the more often data is
collected, the less detailed – giver up pixels
§ Temporal – how often imagery is collected
§ Radiometric – amount of bits of data allocated to a pixel

§

Remote sensing data lacks context – e.g. can’t tell if forest is natural or planted

§

What information is available to us?
§ Range of wavelengths
§ Each surface cover on earth has a spectral response curve
§ Limiting factor – range of 3 numbers rather than infinite – limits the interpretation
that can be done

§
§

Many pixels for an individual object means you can pull out individual features
If pixels represent many objects, one spectral response is given – ability to discern
between objects is reduced

§

GIS characteristics
§ Spatial generalizations
§ Wide variety of attributes
§ Variable scale
§ Vintage
§ Quality
§ GIS is an environment for analysis

§

Polygon decomposition
§ Have area of generalization from GIS but also have information from remotely
sensed data
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§
§
§
§
§
§

Can use remotely sensed data within the GIS environment – adds value to GIS data
Can get a current image to flag polygons that may have the wrong information
Can use two images to see change
Can then do a change detection application
Polygon decomposition data flow (SLIDE)
e.g. have an expected condition in GIS, can use remote sensed data to show change

§
§

Biomass estimation
Can take a basic attribute approach – combine attribute to measure biomass

§

Looking at a previous time period – need training data, validation data and ancillary
data

§

Canadian Forest Service change monitoring
§ Take provincial data, change attributes through filter – but, there are problems in
terms of vintage
§ Trying to combine national forest inventory with air photos – will be able to
generate nationally and statistically significant numbers

§

691 Landsat images to cover Canada completely; even complete coverages aren’t
representing the same time period – because of cloud cover, looking at a 2 year time
period at least
Even only looking at areas with greater than 10% forest cover, still need 424 images
On a yearly basis, fire is the greatest change

§
§
§
§

ExPand – expanding primary attributes for national decision making
If we can talk about what is happening at a local level, we can improve the local and
regional sensitivity of models

§
§

Can look at activities in AVHRR – can compare with Landsat
AVHRR – low spatial resolution, high temporal resolution

§

LIDAR – remote sensing vertical structure; combination of multispectral and LIDAR
can show actual heights of individual trees

§

CCRS is making data for all of Canada available for free

Questions
Q1
§ Do you expect what you have shown us will be used to mitigate/adapt to climate
change?
A1
§ I hope so
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§
§
§

We don’t always have the data that people want, so its availability is moot
NIS is more applicable and can be combined to other spatial data
We are working toward getting the data

Q2
§ There is a demand and a need for this data
Q3
§ This data from CCRS will be available?
A3
§ Yes, in October
§ Data will be a 2 year range – basically a 2000 view of Canada
§ Will cover all of Canada
§ Another initiative is taking place through CCI – also getting a complete coverage that
will be available, hopefully no more than 2 years back in time
Q4
§ No copyright in data – once purchased it is expected that the data will be shared
A4
§ And it worked well with the creation of digital data warehouses.
Q5
§ But there are problems depending whether another company is reselling the data
Q6
§ Pricing policy on Landsat is not retroactive to Landsat 5
§ There are pricing issues going on right now
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Dave Sauchyn – PARC
“Introduction to Workshops”
§
§
§

We study impacts and adaptations, not climate change
PARC has funding if you are working with adaptation and have policy people
working on your team
Think how remote sensing can generate data that will influence climate change policy

Discussion Following Workshops
Comments to Data Workshop
§ Data is not available to anyone in Canada - $ and availability
§ Remote sensing data is only part of the dataset that is required to make a decision

Questions
Q1
§ What you’re saying is you want weather predicted accurately for next year?
A1
§ Yes, can you tell us how often we can expect certain events like drought and flood to
occur?

Closing Remarks – June 8, 2000
§
§
§

Cheap data makes us more adaptable
Remote sensing data is cheap compared to field work
Need to think of planned/proactive ways to use remote sensing
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MARK DEGANGE, KGS
“Stage-Damage Curves Update and Preparation of Flood Damage Maps”
§
§
§
§

Project done with KGS and International Joint Commission (IJC) as a result of the
1997 flood
IJC wanted a model to predict damage
Will talk about formulating algorithms, highlighting GIS
Used Access database and GIS

Objectives
§ Updates existing stage damage relations
§ More flooding = more damage
§ Damage includes: structures, agriculture, infrastructure (roads, sewers)
§
§

Demonstrate damages using 1826 and 1997 floods
Made spatial and temporal variability for… (SLIDE)

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Looked at each structure on an individual basis
Actual $ paid by MEMO
Damages included those to building structure and content
$ damage vs. % market value
After flood affects first floor, quickly get past the 100% damage level
150% is the ultimate level of payout, including contents
These generic relationships can be applied to any building

2 factors accounting for 1950 and 1997 curves:
§ More finished basements
§ Political – more generous attitude
§

Because of time and data constraints, prorated data per municipality

§
§

Separated damages to infrastructure (related to length of roads; largest portion of
damage) and flood fighting costs (related to number of homes in area)
Flooded area relates to number of roads and homes

§

Treated ring dike communities differently

§

$17 million per square mile, if included all damage – based on work done by the US
Corps of Army Engineers based on Grand Forks, ND

§
§
§
§
§

Spatially – flood inundates lands near river first and leaves that area last
Recession of waters; when the land can be seeded
Elevation plays a role
1997 flood receded quickly – no precipitation and late fall; not typical
Lower parcel near river will not be seeded until later – less yield than land further
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§

away
Assessed value of crop and yield to assess damage percentages
Infrastructure damages and damage to crops – GIS data and tabular data (Access)
Took geographic and tabular data and georeferenced buildings as best as possible into
GIS for mapping purposes
For damage calculations took into account flood protection structures – whether
public or private – then plugged in damage function
Model gave structural damage at $106 million, MEMO at $67.5 million
Our model doesn’t have the ability to account for individual land owners protecting
their own land
Future improvements – concentrate on residential damages because that’s where most
of the damages are

Future considerations
§ Didn’t rely on GIS to a great extent – not a lot of data available from Rural
Development
§ Freedom of Information Act – data was all filtered before being given to us – our
model may be biased as a result
§ MEMO didn’t cover commercial buildings – could do something more for this, like
make a synthetic curve
§ IJC commissioned a Lidar survey or the Red River Valley – some improvement over
existing hydrodynamic model
§ Flexibility in model to make changes
Maps
§ Damages presented on quarter section gird – show total damage to normalize data
§ Model displays realistic estimates of where damages are
The point of the model is to show where protection is needed

Questions
Q1
§ Would value correspond with complete damage?
A1
§ Could go a little higher because could include periphery
Q2
§ Simulation doesn’t suggest that La Salle River backs up and inundates the floodway?
A2
§ No, we accounted for two dikes; predicted that they would hold
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Q3
§ When you compared the 1997 vs. 1826 floods, how did they compare
meteorologically?
A3
§ Some historical data exists for 1826 – we looked at the snow and rain data
§ Came up with hydrographs, plugged into model to simulate the level of flooding over
the land
Q4
§ What would difference be in flooded areas between 1997 and 1826?
A4
§ Flooded area not significantly bigger
§ In 1997 both east and west of river were flooded; 6-8 mile width
§ 1826 not much more – getting near periphery where land goes up
§ Based on hydrodynamic models
§ Margin of error not a lot
Q5
§ In the 1950 flood there was an inundation of the Assinboine River – do you assume
that this won’t happen?
A5
§ Some backwater in the city, in terms of the Red River valley doesn’t add a significant
portion to the flood – it is accounted for
§ Model has capacity to simulate contributions of other tributaries
Q6
§ Did you take into account the expertise of landowners in flood fighting?
A6
§ With data coming on line, the incorporation of local knowledge with better GIS could
interpolate
§ Drawback is that if decision makers are counting on an individual farmer to protect
land, can account for that
§ Can’t accurately predict if temporary structures will hold or even be built
§ A lot of temporary flood fighting wouldn’t be as effective – can only build sandbags
so high to hold
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Andrew Rae, Linnet
“Practical Applications of…” SLIDE
§
§

Watershed product developed for soil and water conservation districts
Three application products – watersheds, croplands and woodlands

Practical adaptation strategies
§ How to get where you want to get to is difficult
§ We have ability to “zoom to” various themes and points of study, legal land
coordinates
§ Using Navigator can pull out remote sensing data – can use it to store data no matter
where it is (internet, CD, network)
§ Metadata – more we get, the more complex it is, want to be able to track and describe
data
§
§

All information goes toward making decisions
Can bring in metadata on top of legal land description

§

Spatial query – pulls out all information on projects that were selected and associated
information to be used for decision making
Linked with project name, inventory, cost share, total cost – can get information on
individual features

§

How can we get people involved in this?
§ With this program, can quickly locate who the project is going to affect
§ Goes through and finds property owners and assessment data
§ Can select a landowner and find out if that person has any more parcels or control
over any others
Adaptive strategy – modeling and prediction
§ Based on factors defined by user
§ Each factor given a range of values
§ Flexible – depending on user and environment – allows you to react as conditions
change
Example
§ Model to identify where erosion structures should best be placed
§ Based on Landsat imagery – land use
§ Soil texture, slope
§ Can calculate and identify areas
§ Can see what impact the structure will have, based on factors and weightings you
ascribe
§

Can demonstrate through modeling if you’re having an affect adapting to climatic
change
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§

Can link various data to a specific area, such as bitmaps or remote sensing data, to
show visually whether you have made a difference

§

Businesses will use this on a day to day basis to make decisions and manage their
environment

Questions
Q1
§ One of GIS’s shortcomings is that it can’t handle high temporal data
A1
§ One thing we’re dealing with is developing a precision agriculture
§ Won’t be a limitation for long if it even is, with the development of technology
Q2
§ Relationship databases aren’t well set up to deal with rastor data
A2
§ ESRI spatial analyst can
§ Oracle is researching and development a more powerful product that can too
§ Right now there are separate databases for rastor data
Q3
§ Any plans to market Navigator separately?
A3
§ No, not right now.
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Roy Dixon, Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre
“GEOCOMP (an Overview)”
GEOCOMP – run by Manitoba Remote Sensing
§ Not made by Manitoba – made by CCR and federal government, but Manitoba
Remote Sensing is responsible for running the system and generating products
§ GEOCOMP generates precision geocoded and cloud free composite images
NOAA AVHRR – 5 channel sensor
§ Images the earth twice daily
§ Collects data for Canada – 3 swaths twice per day
§ We capture in the afternoon 2:30pm
§ Choice of what we want to geocode to – Lambert Conical is best
§ Product can be rotated to a standard map projection; client selects size
§
§
§

Composites – some clients are using 7 days of composites, some 10 days – depends
what their needs are
We’ve been generating geocoded cloud-free composites since 1987
Originally for agriculture – wanted a system to analyze crop cover

GEOCOMP 3 – being run now – basically a software package on desktop – 26 products
available on system
FIREMASK – was developed by forestry service to detect and predict forest fires
Application using NOAA AVHRR and GEOCOMP products
§ Agriculture – crop condition assessment program used by the Agricultural Division of
Statistics Canada
§ Generate value-added products from AVHRR, then generate products in GIS (an
operational system)
§ Canadian Global Change
§ CCRS generates land cover maps using AVHRR data; also used in National Atlas of
Canada
§ Hydrology – NOHRSC generates information on snow cover for forecasting using
AVHRR

Questions
Q1
§ Have you been doing climate change monitoring since 1987?
A1
§ No, since 1992
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Q2
§ So we could use maps to see changes?
A2
§ Yes, but in terms of significant changes in land use as a result of this kind of data,
there haven’t been any significant results
§ Will have more of a role monitoring atmosphere
Q3
§ Do provincial forecasters use this data?
A3
§ No
Q4
§ Does this data tell anything about the snowpack?
A4
§ Another package is used for that

Q5
§ Are there plans to incorporate MODIS?
A5
§ Our job is to generate products, if they wanted us to combine MODIS with
GEOCOMP, that has to come from scientists
Q6
§ Have you done accuracy assessments on GEOCOMP data?
A6
§ I haven’t personally, I don’t know if any has been done
§ Based on a cursory glance, the data looks good
§ Didn’t do any editing to datasets
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Dave Sauchyn, University of Regina
“Application of GIS to the modeling of climate change impacts”
Project has been ongoing since 1995, fermenting since 1985 because:
§ No GIS data existed for southern Saskatchewan at that time, had to digitize
everything – took 10 years; now it would take months
§ Conceptually – feared that we would get too infatuated with GIS technology; sensed
that not enough attention was being paid to geographic concepts
Products of this research have been theoretical papers
§ Wanted the research to be theoretically sound, since taking place in an academic
setting
Climate impact assessment – classified to the extent the geographical concepts are
incorporated in the data
Spatially implicit – boreal forest
Spatially discontinuous – GCM (Global Circulation Model?)
Spatially continuous – continuous geographically
Spatially explicit – state variables have their own spatial models
Taking increasing advantage of functions of GIS
Project
§ We can expect that southwestern SK and southeastern AB will have irrigation
problems with climate warming
§ GCM predicts that northern and western Canada will have greatest climate change
impacts
§ Maximum population in these areas was in the 1920s, other than in the cities of Swift
Current and Medicine Hat the area has been progressively depopulated
§ Most sensitive/vulnerable part of southern Canada to climate change
§ Project will contribute in a small way to the sustenance and survival of communities
that are still existing
§

Landscape sensitivity – in the prairies controls are driven by climate; response is
geomorphic, hydrological, ecological – I am highlighting geomorphic

§
§

Nearly all the streams in this area will likely dry up – rivers come from AB and go to
MB
Makes nearly all models useless for this system, since models assume that rivers are
permanent

§

Some relief in the area – sand dunes, badlands, Cypress Hills, French River valley

§

This area can’t meet the requirements of most models
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§

Soils databases is the heart of the GIS database – it is the closest to GIS expression of
geomorphic units

§

Lot’s of opportunity for collaboration with remote sensing community – PARC; only
rough thematic mapping so far

§

Hydrography dynamic – potential to combine GIS database with satellite images to
show change
GIS database spans a range of scales and resolutions
Finest scale = highest resolution

§
§

Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)
§ Used to estimate erosion
§ Appropriate scale is fine not coarse
§ As we scale up, need to use other models, which don’t exist
§ At coarse scale, geographic features are explained by glacial recession
§ We capture spatial and temporal scales at a much different scale than at field scale
§ Encounter different explanation of landscape when you scale up
Controls – disturbance of landscape by climate
Response – depends on how much resistance by landscape
§
§
§

If safety factor ratio is close to 1 – these parts of the landscape may change
dramatically
If dealing with a sensitive landscape, a small disturbance can have a dramatic
response
If surpass threshold, response greater than anticipated – landscape safety factor

Disturbance variable = resistance variable
§ Each applies at a unique scale
§ Some are emergent variables because only emerge at coarse scales, such as the
context of a watershed or landscape
Cumulative soil erosion potential
§ Can apply at a landscape scale
§ The USLE is not appropriate at a coarse scale
§
§

We have to be much more obvious and explicit about the geographic integrity of our
data
Need to express scale at which you’re working and use the relevant data at each scale
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Questions
Q1
§ The problem of unavailability and incompatibility of data between jurisdictions and
researchers – has any progress been made to this?
A1
§ Proprietary rights – can’t share a lot, we can change it slightly to argue that it is
different than what we bought
Q2
§ Have you thought about combining your model with GCM data – overlaying for
climate change?
A2
§ Good question – can produce climate variables
§ Problem is that we have to upscale physical data and downscale GCM
§ If any remote sensors want to collaborate, it would be key for our database
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Howard Edel, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Ottawa
“Pacific’s Ocean Temperatures Affect North American Weather”
Look at effects of ocean on weather and climate
§ El nino
§ Potential for persistent climate change with ocean surface temperature changes
Real time ocean information – we will be able to make more realistic predictions
§ Through hindcasting, ocean surface temperatures are run through model – find greater
accuracy in predictions
Cold ocean episodes in Pacific change weather worldwide – across the world we can
benefit from greater ocean models
Satellite ocean data
§ Argo buoys – to be deployed over the next 18 months
§ Can’t depend on NOAA AVHRR because of cloud cover
§ Buoys will be an uninterrupted data set
§ Will have better seasonal forecasting with buoys and new satellites

Questions
Q1
§ Season-long forecasting is exactly what farmers want
§ Environment Canada says they are getting more accurate for next year
Q2
§ If you have a forecast for a drought, as a farmer what will your reaction be? Cutback
on fertilizer, seed less?
§ In Africa predicted a drought; in actuality drought was shifted 200-300km from that
area – the farmers that paid attention to the forecast lost
§ Must be careful
§ Need to take in parameter of risk management
A2
§ There are other strategies beyond not planting – e.g. different strains to be planted
Q3
§ You have oversimplified surface temperatures and Canadian weather
§ New studies show that there is not a strong correlation and that not just Pacific
surface temperatures play a role
§ You can’t just plug in surface temperatures and get answers
§ Need to keep distinction that weather and climate are not the same thing
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A3
§ I am not a meteorologist….
Q4
§ Don’t oversimplify
A4
§ Argo will allow us to be more accurate
Q5
§ PARC has given a grant to a group to study this
Q6
§ What is driving the sea surface temperatures? Yesterday, David Barber showed a
slide that the sun drives everything
A6
§ There is quite a debate on this – wind speed plays a role, mixing of oceans
§ Combination of sun, winds drive mixing; reduce winds and increase warming
§ Still not a clear relationship
Q7
§ Tell us more about the Argo
A7
§ Will go down and come up every 10 days, relaying data to satellite system
§ Worldwide, but countries that want to participate have to buy into the program
§ CMOS group managing grants for further research
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Paul Bullock, University of Manitoba
“Remote Sensing as a Tool to Study Climate Change, Impacts and Agriculture”
Soil air interface and how crops and livestock are affected – we still don’t understand the
relationships
§ Couple models with remote sensing data
I propose that we can define the growth function with some sort of remote sensing factor
– going toward a spatially continuous model from a spatially discontinuous model
Coupling atmospheric model with remote sensing
§ Second generation soil moisture model
§ Actually models evaporation and transpiration separately, then divides to fractional
leaf area and can calculate the area shaded
§ Meteorologically can’t measure skin temperature – remote sensing
§ Biomass estimates – remote sensing
§ Remote sensing provides data between weather stations allowing for greater
interpolation
§ Soil moisture is a key parameter for western Canada
§ Can combine humidity (soil moisture) with precipitation, can then come up with risk
map for certain diseases
§
§
§

If we can link skin temperature, surface temperature and leaf fractional area – we
have the opportunity to combine with model
Can then improve model with actual measurements between weather stations, for all
kinds of agriculturally important parameters, not just disease
AgMet models linked with remote sensing can be used for a climate change model

Questions
Q1
§ Has there been any portion of these studies where models have been verified and
calibrated?
A1
§ Hard to know if model or measurement is right because such a hard thing to measure
§ Can’t go broad scale
§ Could look at other factors to verify
§ End result has verified model
Q2
§ One problem as a hydrologist – soil doesn’t drain, slope does
A2
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§

Model takes runoff into account

Q3
§ Skin temperature works well with satellites
A3
§ Yes, and can verify
Q4
§ How does this relate to climate change?
A4
§ Answers the question of what do I need to do to adapt
§ How will change impact operation – need to know
Q5
§ In all cases remote sensing is after the fact, can’t predict with them
A5
§ Right, but we have to understand relationships
§ Remote sensing can help you understand what is happening now
§ Remote sensing is used for initializing
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Klaus Hochheim, CEOS, University of Manitoba
“Current Remote Sensing Techniques in Agricultural Monitoring”
NEED SLIDES
NOAA AVHRR data – are able to look at transition zones…SLIDE
NDVI estimators – most robust indicators…SLIDE
§
§

Early in season correlations are low
Yield predictions stabilize – after harvest are usually within 3% of actual harvest

§

Optical data makes a lot of sense – what you see in the field is an indicator of what is
there
Radarsat experimental – can’t differentiate biomass with canola; may improve with
new satellites
Requires more research
Stick with optical data for now

§
§
§

Questions
Q1
§ Were you showing…?
A1
§ Was showing soil beam
Q2
§ How many pixels did you use?
A2
§ 7x7 pixels, 6m x 6m
Q3
§ Given infield variability, are you confident that window around it is representative?
A3
§ Yes, use too big a window; it would confuse things
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Dave Sauchyn, PARC
“Climate Change Impacts and Adaptations Developing in the Prairie Adaptation
Research Cooperative (PARC)”
§

Significant increases in the prairies with soil temperature and runoff – climate change
is already occurring in the prairies

§

PARC is the first node in C-CIARN; a prototype for C-CIARN

§

Want to create a network of researchers, managers and policy makers

§

Research much include a team – representing government, the 3 provinces, policy
makers

Questions
Q1
§ When will proposals already submitted be accepted for funding?
A1
§ Next week
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David Barber, CEOS, University of Manitoba
Closing Remarks
What we’re dealing with is an intellectual problem – people need to solve these issues
Is research relevant? Yes
§ People ask why don’t we know more about climate change
§
§
§

Policy makers want more precise information, but researchers can’t give more
We have to move forward in this environment of uncertainty – it cannot be a barrier
to action
Ability to deal with uncertainty constrained by out systems – government decision
making, peer review process

Public good
§ We don’t see impacts as much as in the third world
§ Takes collective will to move forward

Summary Points
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Measurement of state variables is good and constantly moving – Canadian research is
falling behind
Measurement of processes relates to remote sensing/GIS and numerical process
models (continuum from research to operation)
How best to use remote sensing/GIS data in models requires work
Remote sensing/GIS models all play a role in assessment of sensitivities of various
systems (risk vs. management) – how sensitive will processes be?
Validation of data and processes is often lacking – requires improvement
Relation between research and policy – what sorts of precision are we willing to live
with?
Role of remote sensing/GIS in Science, Impacts and Adaptations
S = understand – datasets, processes, scale
I = assess
A = communicate/evaluate – how will we communicate complexities to people so we
can act
I think we succeeded here this week – people here are already looking at submitting
proposals to PARC
Emphasized communication – multi-disciplinary group
We are improving what we can do with meetings like this
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Appendix E: List of satellite and sensor acronyms
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AMSU
AVHRR

Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (NOAA)

DMSP

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

EOS

Earth Observing System

ERS-1/2

European Remote Sensing Satellite

ESMR

Electronically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (Nimbus-5)

GOES

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

HIR

High Resolution Infrared (DMSP)

HVIS

High resolution Visible (DMSP)

JERS

Japanese Earth Resources Satellite

Landsat

Land Remote Sensing Satellite

Meteosat

European Geostationary Meteorological Satellite

MODIS

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

MOS

Marine Observation satellite

MSR

Microwave Scanning Radiometer (MOS)

MSS

Multispectral Scanner (Landsat)

Nimbus

Weather and Land Surface Satellites

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

RADARSAT

Radar Satellite

SAR

Synthetic Aperature Radar

SCR

Selective Chopper Radiometer (Nimbus-5)

SIR-C/X

Shuttle Imaging Radar - C-band/X-band

SSM/I

Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (DMSP)

SSMR

Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (Nimbus-7, Seasat-A)

THIR

Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer (Nimbus-4)

TIROS

Advanced Television Infrared Observation Satellite

TOVS

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder

VAS

VISSR Atmospheric Radiometer (GOES)

VHIR

Very High Resolution Infrared (DMSP)

VISSR

Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (GOES)
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Appendix F: URLs of interest.
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URL list given by NASA representative Timothy Gubbels
http://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://lansat7.usgs.gov/
http://terra.nasa.gov

EROS Data Centre (ASTER, MODIS) http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/
(land process data)
Langley DAAC (CERES, MISR, MOPITT)
http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/
(Radiation budget, clouds, aerosols, land process, tropospheric chemistry)
Goddard DAAC (MODIS)
http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/
(Atmospheric dynamics, global biosphere, hydrology)
EOS Data Gateway (EDG)

http://eos.nasa.gov/imswelcome

http://redhook.gsfc.nasa.gov/~imswww/pub/imswelcome/
http://redhook.gsfc.nasa.gov/~imswww/pub/imswelcome/imswwwsites.html
EOS Data Information Site

http://eosdatainfo.gsfc.nasa,gov

http://eosdatainfo.gsfc.nasa.gov/eosdata/terra/modis/modis.html
MODIS homepage

http://modarch.gsfc.nasa.gov

http://eosdatainfo.gsfc.nasa.gov/eosdata/terra/modis/modis_dataprod.html
(MODIS Data Products)
EOCAP Hyperspectral http://www.crsp.ssc.nasa.gov/hyperspectral/hypermain.htm
Earth Observatory Newsroom
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/images.php3?img_id=3320
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/images.php3?img_id=1525
www.ghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/regional
EOS Direct Broadcast http://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/eosdb/
Earth Observatory

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/
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